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Anti-greek propaganda 
festoons campus 
By David Adcock 
Rotunda Staff 
•Anti-greek propaganda is 
prominent on campus. 
Some students feel that it 
promotes individuality, but 
many others disapprove. 
And one social greek orga- 
nization is fighting back. 
Covering the walls of campus in 
a multicolored display are fliers of 
all kinds reminding us of events, 
publicizing groups and clubs, and 
advertising services 
Recently, however, sonic siu 
dents have been swathing the cam- 
pus in anti-grcck propaganda and 
vandalism. 
For instance, scrawled upon the 
walls of South Cunningham last 
semester were the words "Practice 
discrimination... go greek' 
And beginning last semester, 
anti-grcck fliers were placed neat 
Dean of Student-approved rush til- 
ers. 
Some ol these (lien appear to 
have the stamp of the Dean of Stu- 
denu Office's approval, but close 
examination of the two ol the fliers 
seems to show that they arc a com- 
bination of legitimate fliers and 
tricky photocopying. 
Segments of old fliers were C0\ 
ered by white paper and copied. Then 
the unapproved information was In- 
terjected and the newly made flier was 
copied to produce what was seen on 
the walls. One flier seems to be an 
original. 
The Office of Greek Affairs sees 
all three of these fliers as illegal and is 
awaiting the identity of the culprit(s). 
However, unless they are caught in 
the act it is not likely that anyone will 
discover their identity. 
This reporter did sec one flier being 
placed by a female student, who asked 
to remain anonymous. According to 
this student and the Office of Student 
Affairs, that particular flier was ap- 
proved. 
According to the creator of the flier, 
one reason for the fliers is fun. "I 
don't know which is more fun, mak- 
ing the fliers, or observing people's 
reaction to them." 
While discussing the topic of anti- 
grcck attitudes and propaganda, the 
creator of the approved flier, as well as 
other students present, professed simi- 
lar views on the Subject Of greeks 
The) fell that greeks were both dis- 
criminatory. In addition, they did not 
like people to tell them how to dress or 
how to act. 
One of the individuals interviewed 
had first-hand experience with greek 
life. As a result of her individuality, 
she said she was made to feel like an 
outcast and now is much more satis- 
fied as a non-greek. 
Those interviewed, despite thcirown 
anti-greek perspective, were not 
against those who did choose to join a 
social greek organization. The main 
purpose of the fourth flyer is to pro- 
mote individuality. 
The creator of this particular flier 
plans to continue to do so, and made it 
clear that all future fliers would be 
legal. 
The identity of the crcator(s) of the 
other illegal fliers arc still unknown. 
Some students feel that Longwcod 
College will not tolerate illegal propa- 
ganda, and if caught, that the creators 
of unapproved fliers should appear 
before the Judicial Board. 
One social greek organization is 
combating the anti-grcck propaganda 
with fliers of their own. 
These fliers feature a copy of one 
of the numerous suckers which have 
appeared on campus that sport the 
slogan "Go greek, buy a personality." 
This social greek organization, Tau 
Kappa Epsilon (TKE), responded "If 
you already have a personality and 
you are serious about finding out what 
a REAL greek organization is like, 
|TKE) is having an open house...." 
Approximately 500 sion petition 
Benefit concert sparks student protest BYOB po//c^ Questioned by some 
By Heather Moulin 
Rotunda Staff 
• Almost $10,000 was raised 
by Roy Clark benefit concert, 
but students petition against 
parking restriction. 
On Thursday Feb. 4th, a benefit 
concert was given by country mu- 
sic singer Roy Clark in Lancer 
Hall. The purpose of this benefit 
conccn was to create an endow- 
ment fund to provide travel funds 
for Longwood's Music ensemble 
performing groups. Almost 
$10,000 was raised. 
The concert drew a crowd of 
some 2,000 fans. Because of the 
large number of concert-goers ex- 
pected, the faculty and administra- 
tion (including the President's of- 
fice and the Dean of Student's 
office), had a difficult decision to 
make and only a short amount of 
time to make it in as to parking 
arrangements. The college was 
notified only four weeks prior to 
the concert of the date. 
Longwood decided to solve the 
problem by asking everyone who 
normally parked their cars in the 
lots surrounding Lancer Hall to 
move them the day before the con- 
cert. 
This caused a considerable 
amount of controversy among the 
student body, a number of whom 
as a whole believe that they should 
not have to move their cars when 
they pay to park on campus. As a 
result of this, a petition with 500 
signatures was turned in to Dr. 
Doyle. 
Despite student resistance, 
most of the cars were moved out 
of the Lancer Hall lots the day 
before the concert. This was con- 
sidered a great achievement and 
commendable act by the student 
body by the Director of Planned 
Giving, FranklinGranl. He greatly 
appreciated die college-wide ef- 
fort. 
Two students were 
awarded $50 prizes for moving 
their cars. The two students who 
received the prizes through a raffle 
drawing were Tammy Owen and 
Shara James. 
76 students apply for R.A. position's 
R.A. selection process already underway 
By Mindy Oakes 
Rotunda Staff 
• Resident Assistant selection 
has already begun, with 75 
applicants trying for 26 open 
positions. 
Rumor has it that the tacit qualifica- 
tion for Resident Assistant (R.A.) 
By David Adcock 
Rotunda Staff 
• The BYOB Policy, as 
promoted by (JAMMA, 
sets guidelines Tor social 
activities on campus. 
Some students, however, 
don't agree with the new 
rules. 
Rules affecting student life 
seem to be everywhere. One such 
rule dial concerns all students, 
espcccially greeks, is the Bring 
Your Own Beverage, or BYOB, 
policy. The policy has come about 
due to a new organization called 
Gamma. 
Gamma is made up of as many 
as dirce representatives from ev- 
ery fraternity and sorority on cam- 
pus. The group's purpose is to 
discuss and promote the policies 
of die college. 
Their first task was to help 
clarify the BYOB policy. 
For example, any infractions 
occurring during a party will be 
the responsibility of the host. 
Gamma recently hosted a party in 
oidcr to make clear exactly what 
the BYOB policy means. 
Other aspects of the BYOB 
policy arc that: a party is not to last 
more than six hours, all students 
attending must be on the guest list 
(with only a very few exceptions), 
and that this list must not exceed 
more than one hundred and fifty 
people 
The amount of alcohol to be 
consumed by each person is also 
covered in the BYOB policy. 
For example, when a person 
attends I party for all six hours, he 
01 she is allowed todrink a six pack 
of beer. If the person is only there 
for three hours, only three beers 
are allowed, and so on. 
When the individual arnves ai 
the party, they aic greeted by the 
dooi checker, who will take their 
beer to the bartender. 
They will then be given a ticket 
with holes equal to the number of 
beers punched out of it. 
There will be a number on the 
card that must correspond with the 
number written on the hand of the 
person who owns the beer. 
Some students, however, dis- 
agree with portions the BYOB 
policy. 
One qualm expressed is dial 
college is supposed to be a testing 
ground for the real world, yet stu- 
dents are treated as if alcohol isnoi 
a reality. Others contest the rul- 
ings on party guest lists. 
One student said "in the real 
world we must control our intake 
of alcohol on our own. Here at 
Longwood we arc all under the 
control of a third parent. If some- 
thing is not done, this parent will 
become more and more strict until 
we would rather live at home with 
the other two." 
have been modified. 
The R.A. application process, 
which has already begun, had its first 
round during February 6th and 7th. 
The opening session of R.A. selec- 
tion consisted of a brief overview on 
what exactly a R.A. is expected to 
know and do. 
In addition, two workshops were 
held. The subject of the first work- 
shop was diversity was discussed, 
and the second R.A. workshop dealt 
mainly with assertiveness. 
Approximately 75 applicants 
showed up for these sessions, but only 
26 Resident Assistant positions were 
open. 
Some of the applicants seemed to 
be somewhat daunted by die rumor 
that the selection committee is now 
moving away from the "over in- 
volved" student usually focused on 
and concentrating more on individu- 
als with good leadership qualities, 
rcsponsiblity, and dedication. 
The second portion of the applu I 
lion process began after Wednesday, 
February 10ih, when all the applicants 
arc notified about their status. 
Personal interviews with stall 
members that arc assigned to each 
chosen individual will then follow 
The TV Listings are for your 
benefit - save them & use kem! 
RECYCLE!!      Pa8e5&6 
''.I'll"l.l"I'll' J.  1 
Personals & Classifieds are 
easy to find beside the TV List- 
ings. Send us yours! 
RECYCLE!!      Page5&6 
1 
Be sure to find out what 
your horoscope is for this 
week! 
RECYCLE!!        Page4 
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PERSPECTIVES 
Lots of civility fluff, 
but no substance 
Surprise, folks!   Its Ci- 
vility Week again!     I hat 
wonderful (but brief) pe 
nod ol tune when the col 
lege tries to focus on eel 
chrating diversity, polite 
ncss and cultural sensitiv- 
ity. (For those of you who 
care,   don't   worry,   you 
wont  he.ii   about this for 
the rest of the year...). 
Yes, our administrators 
will have done their jobs, 
padding their annual re- 
ports and showing glon 
fied versions of having 
fulfilled their major goals 
for the year. After that is 
done, its hack to business 
as usual - why bother with 
doing what was preached 
during a mere week? 
For those who suffered 
through numerous speak 
ers urging students to chal- 
lenge the status quo in the 
interest of 
niulticulturalism and re- 
ducing inequalities, 
Longwood's continued 
disregard for what they 
preach puzzles us. How 
can Longwood expect stu- 
dents and student groups 
lobe more inclusive while 
in practice. Longwood 
role-models  the  opposite 
behavior? 
Here are some sug- 
gestions and observations 
for our friends in Ruffner: 
l.       Forget padding your 
annual reports. Affirnia 
tive action should exist at 
all levels of the organiza- 
tion there is no point in 
hiring more minority staff 
at the ARA dishwasher 
level, while excluding 
them at the director level. 
For example, the divi- 
sion of Student Ait.ins 
(which oversees the Civil- 
ity Week program) hired 
nine staff me in he i 8 within 
the last year at the dircc 
tor/assistant director level 
None of these wcie mi- 
norities, and thus Student 
Affairs continues to oper 
ate with no minority staff 
reporting to the Vice Presi 
dent. 
The other administra- 
tive divisions seem to be 
no different, and unfortu- 
nately, neither are most of 
the major faculty positions. 
I .ongwood continues to be 
a lily-white educational in- 
stitution.despite proclaim 
ing itself as the champion 
of civility. 
2. Now take a look at 
our student body. There is 
almost no real student di- 
versity in the student body. 
And what about Long 
wood student leaders? 
OK, we've all seen the 
posters trumpeting the fact 
that longwood had a black 
student serving as SGA 
President for 2 consecu- 
tive years. But take a look 
at our student leaders and 
the student body as a whole 
- its hardly a smorgasbord 
of cross-cultural, multi- 
ethnic diversity. And its 
not what most people who 
know what they are talk- 
ing about think of when 
using the term "total edu- 
cation." 
Located in a multi-eth- 
nic area in which Long- 
wood is the only state 
school that has responsi- 
bility for educational op- 
portunities, it is remark- 
able that most of our stu- 
dents come from the 
Chesapeake Bay and 
Northern Virginia suburbs. 
Come on Longwood, bring 
in some exciting, viva- 
cious, diverse students so 
that the educational oppor- 
tunities for all are en- 
hanced by the exposure to 
a real learning experience. 
3. For   those   of   you 
who so readily can spout 
oil the names of a few 
minority staff, faculty and 
students, ask them if they 
really feel comfortable ami 
happy, or do they simply 
feel threatened and are 
seen as threatening be- 
cause ot then "difference." 
In reality, the COmfOTl 
Allopintoiu vtpressedln unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion 
of the editorial board   They do not necessarily represent the opini 
Longwood < 'ollege, Us undents staff, administration, or tru 
level at Longwood is quite 
low, and unfortunately, 
some of our administra- 
tors don't care, or won't 
admit this. Minority staff 
are not presented as being 
special, just different. Mi- 
nority faculty are not seen 
at a senior faculty level. 
Some minority students 
are verbally harassed by 
other students and many 
arc constantly reminded of 
their difference and inferi- 
ority. 
Longwood needs to ex- 
amine what picture it por- 
trays in its noble quest for 
civility. How does it hire 
staff and faculty, and are 
they happy after getting 
here? How diverse is the 
student body? What are 
the subtle messages Long- 
wood sends out? These 
are more important than 
mere programs that serve 
only to pad people's an- 
nual reports. 
And a final question — 
why do we have a Cultural 
Unification Committee in 
Lancer Productions? 
Whose culture do we wish 
to unify? Can't we just 
celebrate and accept dif- 
ferent cultures rather than 
changing them? 
No culture wishes to be 
absorbed into the main- 
stream, or unified by oth- 
ers — that was the whole 
point of the Black Power 
movement in the '60s. Or 
did Longwood slip past 
that time period without 
learning anything? 
Multiculteralism and 
and civility truly are noble 
goals - every person who 
wishes to have a place in 
our society should do ev- 
erything possible to pro- 
mote these ideas. 
But even more vital 
than the promotion of these 
ideas is the practice of 
them. 
Longwood's feeble lip 
service to such lofty ideals 
makes a mockery of them 
and robs them of the power 
they should hold. 
So until Longwood is 
willing to implement a 
more radical recruitment 
plan,   both  on 
theadministra 
tive and stu- 
dent level, to 
bring in a more 
diverse popu- 
lation, and then 
bolster these at- 
tempts by 
greatly increas 
in;' the comfort 
level on cam- 
pus for minori- 
ties, they 
should    stop 
patting them- 
selves on the 
hack and get to 
work 
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Professor asks about students 
Editor, Rotunda: 
"Where Arc All Of The Proles 
sors," (Rotunda, 2/3/93) Carol 
Scmoncs inquires. I have an equally 
perplexing question: "Where are all 
of the students?" Exactly w here are 
all of the students on Pridav after- 
noons—you know, the "F" in a 
"MWF" class'' For thai matter, where 
are the students in the morning ol any 
class? Where are all the students two 
davs before a college recogni/cd holi- 
day? 
Where arc all of the students who 
actually read assignments before class' 
I gave a quiz in a class this week and 
only 2 students showed any evidence 
having opened the book. Where are 
all of the students the day a term papei 
is due? Where arc all of the students 
who actually know that a "term pa 
per' is supposed to be worked on lor 
the enure "term"? 
No, Ms. Semones, students are not 
what "college is all about." College is 
about learning. This process requires 
two elements: teachers who work 
hard at leaching, and students who 
work hard to learn. 
Where are all of the professors' 
Well, we could be in the hbrars re- 
searching a lecture lor a elass main 
students never attend. This is the 
perfect hiding place for professors, as 
the library is frequented so seldom by 
students at any time except the last 
week of the semester. 
We could be attending a commit- 
lee meeting. You students surely un- 
derlain! the importance of meetings. 
i always have several students each 
semester who "have to" leave an 
evening elass over an hour early to 
attend an urgent meeting of a social 
organization. Students often explain 
thai ii they miss the meeting they will 
be "lined." Professors get "fined" 
fairly still penalties for failing to par- 
ticipate m the committee life of this 
campus: we could be denied tenure. 
W e could be grading papers at some 
undisclosed location, several profes- 
sors I know grade in the Wal-Mart 
parking lot or the town cemetery so 
the) will no! he distracted by visitors 
or phone calls during this laborious 
lasli 
We could have given up hone that 
any student would actually taxe ad- 
vantage of the office hours we pro- 
vide—alter semesters or years of sit- 
ting aimpletcly uninterrupted during 
Office hours and headed home in 
despair. 
Or we could be doing exactly what 
you students do when you skip class. 
Sincerely, 
Lcc D. Millar Bidwcll, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Sociology 
Reader thanks Longwood 
community 
Editor, Rotunda: 
We would like to thank each mem- 
ber of our Longwood College family 
for their prayers, kind thoughts, gifts, 
donations, and blood, during our 
daughter's extended hospiud stay and 
recovery. 
We arc fortunate to have friends 
like you, and with your support, we 
were able to make it through a diffi- 
cult lime in our lives 
Emily is living proof that miracles 
do happen. She has now recovered 
from her illness and surgery and seems 
to be doing very well. 
We will not forget what each of 
you has done to make her comfortable 
and happy during her lime of suffer- 
ing. We will always be grateful for 
your generosity, kindness, and con- 
cern lor her. 
Thank you and may God bless you! 
Billy Allen Franklin Jr. & Family 
Manager, Longwood College Post 
Office 
Editorial 'unfair to the greek system' 
■?
Editor, Rotunda: 
I feel that the editorial in the 
February 3, 1993's issue was very 
unfair to the Greek system, [-our 
national sororities were founded on 
Longwood's campus and therefore 
should be recognized. The tables in 
the dining hall are lor everyone to sit 
at. We do not make anyone get up and 
move. For the leadership positions, 
we, as greeks, aie encouraged to lake 
ariskandrun for these positions (these 
positions are voted on by the entire 
student body, not just greek organize 
lions).  Every sorority and fraternity 
lias a minimum grade point average 
that must be maintained. If they are 
not maintained, penalties arc rewarded. 
Every room on campus has a tele- 
phone m it, and as our chapter rooms 
are rooms, the numbers are included 
inihcrxxik. As for being compared to 
the "Hitler Youth", that goes way be- 
yond the line. My sorority has helped 
me to grow as a person and has also 
ken a very good support system for 
me. 
HI Trapp 
P/WV°<0'S 
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Growing numbers r.hnnse to sav no 
Celibacy: The choice of a new generation? 
By Dana Kennedy 
AP Columnist 
Ten or 15 years ago this full-page ad 
in the Wichita (Kan.) Eagle may have 
seemed ludicrous: 
"IN DEFENSE OF A LITTLE VIR- 
GINITY," read the banner headline 
over a lengthy plea for absunence 
among teen-agers. 
Not surprisingly, the ad last October 
was paid for by the Kansas Family 
Research Institute, a conservative 
think tank in America's heartland. 
But just two months later, another 
plea for leaching kids abstinence ap- 
peared in The New York Times. This 
time it was in the form of an article 
written by a contributing editor at 
Rolling Stone magazine. 
Under the headline "Sex is for 
Adults," Ellen Hopkjns, 35, wrote, "I 
once thought I'd tell my young son 
that anything goes - so long as he used 
condoms. Now I'm not so sure. Not 
only do I want my son to live, 1 don't 
want him to miss out on longing - 
longing for what he isn't yet ready to 
have." 
As the AIDS plague spreads across 
the American landscape, there are 
signs that more and more teen-agers 
and adults are choosing a new kind of 
chastity. 
That's not to say sex is on the way 
out. But in an era where a maga/me 
like Going Bonkers features a cover 
story titled "The Joy of No Sex," ex- 
perts say abstinence, or at least cau- 
tion, is no longer looked at as solely 
the province of priests, nuns and spin- 
sters. 
More than 500,000 people re- 
sponded to a booklet offered by the 
Kansas Family Research Institute in 
its newspaper ad, said executive di- 
rector David Payne. 
"I think it's just pretty good com- 
mon sense," Payne says. "I grew up in 
an era of sexual revolution. But the 
reasonable person can evaluate the 
whole gamut of health risks involved 
in a promiscuous lifestyle. It's just not 
worth the risk." 
In the decade since AIDS has 
transmogrified from a fringe gay epi- 
demic into a potential heterosexual 
plague, the nation's sexual attitudes 
have slowly shifted in response. 
Family and sex therapists around 
the country report a growing number 
of men and women are choosing to 
remain celibate in between serious 
relationships rather than engage in 
recreational sex. 
"We used to think the most intense 
sex was between two strangers," says 
Dr. David Schnarch, a New Orleans 
marriage and sex therapist. 
"Remember when Erica Jong pub- 
lished Fear of Flying?' That was the 
epitome of '60s sex. Now people sec 
good sex as a function of personal 
Best-Selling Singles Of The Week 
1. "I Will Always Love You," Whitney Houston 
2. "A Whole New World," Pcabo Bryson & Regina Belle 
3. "Saving Forever For You," Shanice 
4. "If I Ever Fall In Love." Shai 
5. "Ordinary World," Duran Duran 
6. "In The Still Of The Night," Boy/ II Men 
7."7,"Prince&TheN.P.G. 
8. "Mr. Wcndal," Arrested Development 
9. "Rump Shaker," Wreck-N-Effcct 
10. "I'm Every Woman," Whitney Houston 
(Source: Cashbox magazine) 
-P(eS. Cooties, 
and cnoRCW* 
•^render s> aaceptad* 
development instead of technique. The 
novelty of sex with a stranger wears 
off quickly." 
David Dismore, 46, a video archi- 
vist for feminist groups in Los Ange- 
les, says, "I'm still a virgin and it's 
still a wonderful thing to be." Sex, he 
says, "is only special when you share 
it in a loving committed relationship." 
Dismore has been a member of the 
National Chastity Association,agroup 
which atone time claimed at least400 
members. 
A recent study culled from data gath- 
ered by the U S. Department of Health 
and Human Services indicated that 
about 31 percent of unmarried women 
in a survey of 8,450 women have 
made one or more changes in their 
sexual behavior since hearingof AIDS. 
Sixteen percent of the unmarried 
women reported reducing their num- 
ber of sexual partners to one; 6 percent 
said they had stopped having inter- 
course entirely; 9 percent reduced their 
frequency of intercourse and 12 per- 
cent stopped having intercourse with 
men they did not know well. 
But there arc still a lot of sexually 
promiscuous people out there. 
The percentage of sexually active 
teen-age girls who have had just one 
sexual partner has dropped by more 
than a third since 1971, while the 
figure for those having four or more 
partners has doubled, according to a 
new study released in December by 
the Alan Gutlmachcr Institute, a non- 
profit research group concerned with 
reproductive health. 
The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention in Atlanta reported in laic 
January that people involved in one 
AIDS risk study cut down on one- 
night stands and multiple sex partners 
after some celebrities announced they 
had the AIDS virus. 
The CDC questioned 283 people at 
a clinic for sexually transmitted dis- 
eases in Montgomery County, Md., 
from July 29, 1991, through Feb. 14, 
1992. The agency asked how often in 
the last three months each person had 
a one-time sexual encounter or had 
three or more sexual partners. 
On Nov. 7, 1991, Magic Johnson, 
who played professional basketball 
with the Los Angeles Lakers, an- 
nounced that he had HIV. the virus 
that causes AIDS. That happened to 
be the midpoint of the study. 
Of the 185 people surveyed before 
Johnson's announcement, 31 percent 
reported having one-night stands in 
the previous three months and 32 per- 
cent reported three or more sexual 
partners, the CDC said. 
After the announcement, 20 percent 
of the 97 people surveyed reported 
one-night stands and 21 percent re- 
ported three or more partners. 
Experts say that people now have 
more choices about when, if and how 
they have sex. 
Syndicated advice columnist Ann 
Landers reported in 1990 that a letter 
she printed from a couple in their late 
50s who happily did without sex 
prompted 35,000 letters in response. 
More than 65 percent of the couples 
older than 60 who wrote, and 75 per- 
cent of the couples over 70, said they 
had little or no sex and didn't miss it. 
Experts said the fallout from AIDS 
has accompanied the aftershocks of 
the sexual revolution. 
Fifteen years after the "Summer of 
Love," talk about keeping your vir- 
ginity longer or choosing periods of 
celibacy is not just becoming more 
common. It's becoming more cool. 
The cult rock singer Morrisscy is 
almost as well-known for his brood- 
ing ballads as his decision to abstain 
from sex. In interviews, Morrisscy 
usually refers to sex as if it were as 
exciting as a root canal. 
Celebrities such as Kirk Cameron 
and Chelsea Noble, both of TV's 
"Growing Pains," Los Angeles Dodger 
pitcher Orel Hcrshiser, professional 
basketball star Kevin Johnson and 
Scatde Scahawks wide receiver Steve 
l-argcnt all participated in a video 
called "Sex. Lies and the Truth," urg- 
ing kids to abstain from sex. 
Masturbation, like condoms, is en- 
joying such a revival that researchers 
at die Masters & Johnson Institute in 
St. Louis have given it a new, '90l 
name: "self-stimulation." 
"Some people get freaked out over 
the big M word, masturbation," Young 
says. "So we now call it sclf-sumula- 
lion for perception's sake." 
A much-discussed recent episode ol 
NBC's "Seinfeld" revolved entire!) 
around masturbation. Though the word 
was never used on the air, the plot 
involved a bet made among the four 
main characters about who could go 
the longest - not without having se\. 
without masturbating. 
When Seinfeld and his pals chet Iced 
in with each other, they would ask one 
another if they had remained "master 
of your domain." 
Doctors, therapists and sociologists 
claim it's too easy to point to AIDS as 
the only reason people are curtailing 
their sex li vesor teen agcrs arc choos 
ing abstinence. 
Many say that AIDS has given 
people achance to rethink their choices 
in life. Some of the changes forced on 
society by AIDS - less promiscuity, 
for example - arc beginning to be 
viewed as sensible, even desirable. 
They also say that the post-feminist 
age has caused a sea change between 
the sexes. Women, for whom marry- 
ing well was once considered a major 
career move, no longer look at men as 
meal tickets. 
"Don't forget that old line about 
women being told to marry a doctor," 
Young says. "Now they're being told 
to be a doctor and marry whoever the 
hell they want. People arc finally look- 
ing at what they want out of their lives 
instead of going into a relationship 
based on economic or cmouonal de- 
pendence." 
Being a little pickier may also mean 
going without for awhile. 
ersonalities 
Simon and Garfunkle reunite 
LOS ANGELES (AP)   Paul 
Simon and Art Garfunkel .ire HB| 
ing another reunion, this time to 
benefit homeless kids 
The March 1 acoustic pcrfor 
mance at the Dorothy Chandler 
Pavilion will benefit Children's 
Health Fund and will feature I pel 
formancc by Neil Young and an 
appearance by Steve Martin. 
Tickets at prices ranging tioni 
SI00 to $500 go on sale Monday 
Simon and Garfunkle broke up 
over personal and professional di l 
famed Shortly altei winning a 
Grammy in 1970for"Bndgc(Kvi 
Troubled Water." 
Michael Jackson's contract to 
remain private 
LOS ANGELES (AP) A judge 
ruled that Michael Jackson's top 
secret recording contract will re- 
main under wraps. 
Sony and Jackson attorneys said 
that the contract was irrelevant to 
the lawsuit and that ill release 
would throw the recording mdus 
try into chaos by inducing othei 
pop stars to try to match Jackson s 
lucrative contract. 
The judge instead ordered Sony 
to compile a list detailing the It 
lease dates of various recordings, 
or make the release agreements 
available.  
Numerous music styles .found on campus station 
WLCX increases diversity of format 
By Karen Cosby 
Rotunda Staff 
The Radio Station is increasing 
it's diversity among music listeners 
by airing speciality shows from 4 to 
5 pm every weekday. 
Maximum Rock N Roll is a syndi- 
cated radio show spotlighting inde- 
pendent and little known hard core 
punk rock. It is aired every Monday 
afternoon. 
Tuesday is the Dead set hosted by 
Dan Dutch with Grateful Dead boot- 
legs. 
Australian Alternative is coming 
to Farmville through the Big Back 
Yard, a weekly music show aired on 
Wednesdays. 
D. J. Cindy Cuskcy hosts Certain 
Damage, a non-syndicated program 
featuring bands such as Fishbone, 
Nude Swirl, and Nirvana. 
The WLCX Top Ten Alternative   rhythm and blues shows, twoclMSk 
and Top Ten Loud Rock of the week 
on Fridays specializes in the most 
played new releases throughout the 
week. 
The radio stauon also has  four 
rock, and two hard rock metal shows 
hosted by various DJ.'s. 
The talk show will be on the air in 
the near future, tentatively featuring a 
Black History month theme. 
Katharine Hepburn In   auto 
accident 
PETERSBURG, Va. (AP)   A 
t ,ii i vrying Kathai me I lepburn got 
into a minor traffic accident. 
Police said the actress was head 
ing into town to stop for the night 
when herdnvcrswiiched lanesand 
forced another car off the road and 
into a pole. 
No one was hurt and no charges 
were filed. 
Asked her destination, the 85- 
year-old actress replied, "None of 
your business." 
Paul McCartney tours again 
NEW YORK (AP) Paul 
McCartney is heading off around 
the world again, this lime for a lour 
that will take him to some ol the 
largest U.S. stadiums. 
The New World Tour will begin 
in Perth, Australia, on March 5. 
McCartney said he will perform 
Beatles songs as well as material 
from hisdays with Wings ami from 
Ins solo career. 
LOOKING FOR COLLEGE MONEY? 
INFORMATION ON HOW 
WE CAN HELP YOU FIND 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID., 
We've helped THOUSANDS of students find financial aid sources they ^ -^Zj 
ualified for but did not know about. We can help YOU find YOUR 
share of the BILLIONS OF DOLLARS in private sector funding 
HJGH )l^jrt 
.were q V—^ J 
    S^~"   >i. 
represented in our specialized databank of over 180.000 listings!   / ^\ 
EVERY 
Student Is 
Eligible For 
Some Type o' 
Financial Aid 
Regardless 
of Grades 
or Family 
Income! 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR: 
ildren of Veterans ■?Newspaper Carriers • Former G 
> Pharmacists • Non-Smokers Cheerleaders • Stud 
lian Descent • Future Teachers • Second-Gen 
, Sdents  Ohio Natives ■?Grocery Clerks • Langi/ 
lildren of Railroad Employees - Michigan Nat 
leers Future Computer Programmers Former Boy Scd 
Call TOLL-FREE 24 hours for a FREE Brochure 
812 
College Financial Planning Service 
Htwareh ft Administration    M55 Commercial Avtnut    Northbrook, II 60062 
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The French FMm Scene Deconstructed 
Ah. April m Pans  Pans. City <>f Light   Beacon "i the mem   Gateway to 
north-central France. And. ol course, international wellspnng for connoisseu 
/'sit/our. As a hi ing abroad this spring, we offei ■< 
literal translation of the (itl<". .i tin romantu dims |   - •■?week noi 
long ago in the hometown ol Trufraut,' habro 
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ARIES:      (March 21 -April 20) 
Anything you've slaricd last month needs special attention and an 
extra push to move into the next level ol activity - do it now. Your 
homclife lakes precedence this week, don't hesitate to resolve any 
ongoing problems, a solution will be appreciated hy all. Friday runs so 
sm<x)thly it will seem almost dreamlike don't let anything distract you 
from your focus of interest. 
TAURUS:     (April 21-May 21) 
He very cautious this week when it comes to financial mailers, and 
remember it's never a very good idea to borrow money to a friend. II you 
feel the need to speak your mind on a subject which has been bothering 
you lately, fnends or family are ready to listen and take you seriously. 
The weekend may present an opportunity for an impromptu party with 
close friends - everyone will have a blast. Be true to yourself. 
GEMINI:     (May 22-June 21) 
You are bursting with energy all tins week, so use this high activity 
level to finish a project that's been on hold for some lime now. Take the 
opportunity to evaluate your career and the direction it's going •examine 
all aspects closely. Midweek will find you in the mood 10 shop, and 
bargain hunting will turn up a lew worthwhile treasures. A close friend 
is m need ol some advice, be empathctic not sympathetic. 
CANCER: (June 22 - July 23) 
Your usual keen intuition is not as reliable this week as usual. Take a 
more logk al approach and don't discount luck. Be sure to obtain all the 
fat is on Tuesday before you jump to any conclusions - you're liable to 
put your loot right in your mouth. You have a current financial problem 
which has been hanging over your head lor quite sonic umc now, it isn't 
looking to likely you can solve it yourse 11,11 may be lime to call an ex pert. 
I BO:        (July 24- August 23) 
You're bursting with energy all this week and will be able to take 
whatever is thrown at you and will come out a winner. This may be a good 
time loevaluate any long-term commitments concerning relationships... 
don't let anyone convince you of what you are not ready for-you'll know 
when the umc is right. You seem to be ready to share plans about a major 
change in your life, but will find little Support this week, best to wail. 
VIRGO:       (August 24 - September 21) 
Keep a low profile with a male or lover early this week, your actions 
will not be received well - remember it's a partnership, you need to both 
give and late. A new opportunity present iLselt on Wednesday, but don't 
he loo templed until you've uncovered all the hidden aspects. Both 
friends and family seem to be demanding more and more time from you, 
stand up for yourself and be assertive Extra responsibilities will be 
delegated to you, handle them. 
LIBRA:      (September 24 - October 23) 
Someone you meet this week will become a good friend, and will slick 
with you for many years lo come. You are the one who follows their 
intuition, but be careful early this week because your hunch may jusl be 
wrong. At work, others will look 10 you for leadership, so take this new 
res|Kiiisibiliiy seriously. Catch up on errands. There may be conflicts 
between home and work, jusl realize you can't please everyone all the 
tune further. Avoid excessive behavior on Saturday. 
SCORPIO:     (October 24 - November 22) 
Concentrate on doing chores at home this week, it's time to gel the little 
things done. Early week will find you at odds wiih your partner, you seem 
to agree on some things and disagree on others. Remember love and 
companion ■?little difference can spice things up Thursday may be a 
wattad day lor you, nol much will be accomplished, sojusl row wiih the 
How he-cause tomorrow is a new day Have a well deserved, pleasant 
weekend with your lover. 
SAGITTARIUS: (November 21  December 21) 
It looks hke a relationship with a family member which has been 
turbulent for quite some lime now is on the mend. Everyone within ihc 
family circle will be quite relieved. Now is die tune to consult with an 
expert on I manual matters, to gel the answers you need... possibly your 
i.nes' Don't spend money frivolously late week, u will only come back 
to haunt you. I( lookj like ,i good lime to lake the weekend oil, and plan 
a short trip with others 
I M'KicoKN   (Dccambei 23  lanuarj 20) 
Voin .iiuiude mroughom the entire week is deliriously optimistic 
Youi future plans look quire bright and everything; seems to fall into 
plat e You'll have great lun il you are willing too|>en your sell up lonew 
idaas and opportunitiei A close friend feels your need to talk aboul 
something which has been on your mind lecemly <)|>en up sour cool 
extenor and let them in, just the confession will do y on wonders and this 
friend may have some valuable advice 
AQUARIUS    (January 21   February 19) 
Money manan an evai present ibis week i ime lo sit down and look 
again at you budget Prugalitj is the keyword ol the week   fry to 
economize in a couple ol key .nets  II vouleel like Splurging on lou\l 
ones, think twice Youi financial situation vwii be light fa the next two 
weeks Youi optimism and high energy level may not work to sour beat 
advantage, think twice before you speak or act because haste makes 
i 00k Je.irK .it youiscll 
PISCES debiiuiy 20 Match20) 
i hmgs are really lookmgupforyoamthatovedareaifneni II you are 
married, shower i bh more attention on youi mate and you will be 
surprised at the effect li will create II you are single, mere teems to be 
potential bves turning every comet youi smile is a magnet, and those 
attracted to you will definite!) In you know Don't jump to any hasty 
conclusions aboul someone special, you don't know everything Main 
i.im harmon) at woik 
Director optimistic aboul future 
Spike Lee stresses the 
need for college education 
Number of interracial couples 
increased in last 12 years 
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) Director 
Spike Lee has some advice for black 
college students: Finish your educa- 
tion. 
Lee, director of "Do the Right 
Thing,""Malcolm X" and other films, 
told about 2,300 students at the Uni- 
versity of Massachusetts to "Get a 
degree, gel as much as you can, and 
get the hell out of Dodge." 
Lee said thai while black students 
still lace racial barriers, they can draw 
strength from the battles of the past. 
"Your parents or grandparents 
needed to be guarded by the National 
Guard in order to go to school," Lee 
said. "Compared lo that, you've got il 
made." 
He added: "African-American siu- 
Lee, director of Malcolm X 
dents can be more unified and need to 
be more unified. Draw strength from 
each other... the history of our people 
is to make do wiih what you have and 
build on it. That's what we all need to 
do." 
Lee was invited to speak Wednes- 
day al ihe UMass campus, which has 
been the scene of racial unrest in re- 
cent months. 
Students have protested a Sept. 25 
attack on a black resident assistant by 
a white who allegedly punched him 
and hurled racial insults. The black 
dormitory monitor found racial epi- 
thets and feccs in the hallway outside 
his room a week later. 
Students have also complained there 
are not enough minority stu- 
dents at the school. 
Referring to the unrest, Lee 
said, "I'm fold there are 20,000 
students on campus and 500 
of them arc African-Ameri- 
can. Those numbers need to 
change." 
Lee also said he was opti- 
mistic aboul ihe fledgling ad- 
ministration of President 
Clinton. 
"I feel a lot better with 
Clinton as president," Lee 
said. "I'm disappointed he re- 
neged on the Haitians, but I'm 
happy with his stance on gay 
issues." 
He was referring toClinion's 
original promise to reverse the 
Bush administration's policy 
of returning Haitian immi- 
grants intercepted al sea to 
their homeland, ralher than al- 
lowing ihem to apply for po- 
litical asylum in ihe United 
States. 
Clinton recently back- 
tracked, say ing he would stick 
with Bush'spolicy for the time 
being. 
Lee was invited to the 
Amhersi campus by ihe 
Afrik-Am Society. 
WASHINGTON (AP) The number 
of interracial couples in America 
nearly doubled in the past 12 years, 
and now more than one out of every 50 
marriages crosses the boundaries of 
race, ihe government says. 
There were 246,000 black-while 
couples last year, nearly four times the 
number in 1970, ihc Census Bureau 
said. 
An additional 883,000 couples rep- 
resented marriages between whites and 
other races, such as Asian, Pacific 
Islander or American Indian; 32,000 
were between blacks and other races. 
The Census Bureau also noted that 
there were 1.2 million marriages be- 
tween Hispanics and other ethnic 
groups. That figure was nol used in 
calculating the number of interracial 
couples, however. 
The bureau counted only married 
couples, so the numbers do not ac- 
count for interracial couples who 
haven't tied the knot. 
It has been 26 years since the Su- 
preme Court struck down all slate 
laws outlawing mixed marriages. 
But most ihc nation's 1,161,000 in- 
terracial couples find iheir lives aren't 
much different from everyone else's. 
"Interracial marriages, biracial chil- 
dren, folks that dale interracially it's 
a very normal thing," said Yveue of 
Oak Park, Mich. 
'The biggest problem we have is 
paying olfourcrcditcards," like many 
other families, said her husband, 
Daniel Hollis. 
Walker said the couple occasionally 
runs into small acts of prejudice, such 
as a dirty look or a muttered racial 
slur. 
"I think the problem is that people 
think interracial relationships arc ab- 
normal," Walker said. "A lot of people 
fear things they don't know." 
Mixed-race couples have problems 
with the broader community because 
their marriages force people to dis- 
card stereotypes, said Maria P.P. Root, 
a Seattle clinical psychologist and 
author of the book, "Racially Mixed 
People in America." 
"Interracial marriage makes il hard 
to know who is who and what to think 
about people," she said. 
Black-while marriages arc most 
likely lo face prejudice, she said. 
"White-Hispanic or white-Asian you 
don't see the community uproar as 
much." 
Top Country Singles 
(Copyright 1993, Billboard Broadcast Data Systems) 
l."Can I Trust You With My Heart," Travis Tritt (Warner 
Bros.) 
2."In a Week or Two." Diamond Rio (Arista) 
3."Queen of Memphis," Confederate Railroad (Atlantic) 
4."My Strongest Weakness," Wynonna (Curb) 
5"Whal Part of No," Lorric Morgan (BNA) 
6."All These Years," Sawyer Brown (Curb Album Cut) 
7 'Drive South," Suzy Boggus (Liberty) 
8"Lct Go of the Stone." John Anderson (BNA) 
9"Tryin' to Hide a Fire in the Dark," Billy Dean (SBK) 
lO.'Must One Night," McBride & the Ride (MCA) 
11."Once Upon a Lifetime," Alabama (RCA) 
12."Too Busy Being in Love," Doug Stone (Epic) 
13."Passionate Kisses," Mary-Chapin Carpenter (Columbia) 
14."I Want You Bad," Collin Raye (Epic) 
15."Hcanland," George Strait (MCA) 
16.'Take It Back," Rcba McEntire (MCA) 
17."Leavin'sBecnaLongTimeComin',"Shenandoah(RCA) 
18."Look Heart, No Hands," Randy Travis (Warner Bros.) 
19"Boom! It was Over," Robert Ellis Orrall (RCA) 
20."Lct That Pony Run," Pani Tillis (Arista) 
Freeze-dried 
pets   on cutting 
edge of preservation 
technology 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Your dog 
just died and you can't bring yourself 
lo say goodbye. 
Well, you can keep your pet for a 
lone lime to come if it's frce/.e-dried. 
I oi a price, Joe Kulis, proprietor of 
Joe Kastaway Kulis Live Freeze Dried 
Bait in Bedford, a Cleveland suburb, 
will freeze your dogs for posterity. 
Or your squirrel, pheasant, turkey, 
deei or horse. 
Kulis' dog, Suzy, was displayed al 
ihe Columbus Sports, Vacation & 
Travel Show at ihc Ohio State Fair- 
grounds last week 
Freeze-drying is belief than taxi- 
dermy because u preserves ihe subject 
better, Slid Harry Cunningham, who 
was overseeing Kulis' operation at the 
show. Freeze dried game won't fade 
or deteriorate, he said. 
The process is not new, Cunning- 
ham said, noung that Roy Rogers' 
1 rigger, ended up thai way. But 
the process is becoming more popu- 
i.ii 
"We do aboul 100 to 190 dogs ever) 
season." Cunningham said. 
To freeze drj an animal, it is placed 
in a giant vacuum lank. The process is 
similar to freeze drying coffee, Cun- 
ningham said You take what is pro 
»ided by nature,freeze il and draw out 
the water 
Posing is important to the process 
loi petS or trophies 
"The u.i\ sou put him in is the we) 
he comet out, and >ou can'i change 
it," Cunningham said 
Iroph) Rah CM he tree/e dried lor 
about S4 an inch, Cunningham said 
: animals cost proportionate!) 
and si/e is no object Kulis has 
done elephants, giraffes and rhinos 
ems 
214 north main street 
farmvilie, Virginia 2)901 
sandwiches 
(804) 392-5559 
l.   good U healthy: mmniUr. tomato and 
sprouts on pumpernickel        $2.45 
Z.    good ii healthy plus: same as number one 
plus  turkey          $1.85 
3.    just plain good: ham and melted Cheddar 
on croissant SJ.I5 
4-    taste Ot trance: roast beef and alouette 
on toasted trench roll SI.95 
5. hurricane hugo:  turkey, ham, roast beef, 
sprouts, tomato, melted Cheddar and 
muenstcr on toasted trench roll S3.) 5 
6. sherry's favorite: black pepper liver pate, 
sprouts and melted Swiss on  toasted 
french roll S \ IS 
7-    pb U j: fresh peanut butler and |am on 
toasted wheat  Si.95 
8. new yorker: corned beef and melted swIss 
on rye    $3-35 
9. deco Stacy: smoked turkey, Cheddar, 
lettuce, tomato and onion on onion bread 
$3.65 
10% student discount on sandwiches 
10. Italian french connection: £enoa salami, 
mortadclla, capplcola, moziarella and 
provolone on toasted french roll $3.35 
11. dapper dennis: roast beef, lettuce, 
tomato, onion and melted Cheddar on toasted 
french roll $3.35 
1Z. tuna two ways: 
a. tuna salad, lettuce and tomato In a pita 
$Z.85 
b. tuna salad, melted swtss, lettuce and 
tomato on pumpernickel $3.35 
13. linda's famous chicken salad: with 
lettuce and tomato on toasted wheat     $3.35 
14. the last hope: tu.-key, melted swiss, 
lettuce and tomato on a croissant $3.35 
substitutions 
croissant, meat, cheese besides menu choice       .40 
extras 
lettuce, tomato, sprouts 
cheese or meat 
In February with Longwood ID! 
.10 
40 
ST salads <jftT • 
15. tossed hugo:  turkey, ham, roast beef, 
Cheddar and muenster served with lettuce, 
other verifies   and fresh   bread $3-75 
16. linda's famous chicken salad: served 
with lettuce, other veggies, and fresh bread 
   $J75 
17. greek salad: feta, calamata oUves, 
peppcroclnl with   lettuce, fresh veggies and 
P»«-» $3-75 
fluid options V■■±\<p 
iced tea .69 
coffee or hot tea .bo 
soda, iuice or milk, self serve .79 
beer U wine: ask about choices available OPEN 9 
18. something fishy: tuna salad served with 
lettuce, other veggies and fresh bread $3-75 
19. veggie salad: lettuce, other veggies and 
fresh bread 
small UJH 
lar
*« $Z.9$ 
ZO. daily special: Pu-.,»r J4k 
dressings: Italian, ranch U thousand Island 
P\ ft 
►?know   Ml^ 
other stuff 
you may need to'  
muffins: baked fresh dally *q 
cookies: baked fresh dally too .JJ 
30-5:30 Mon. Sat., and till 10 Fri. night. 
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MONDAY - FRIDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
Mominj Ntwt^ Umg in to*    DtftnMt*        CNN t Co. 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
(    WTVR 
1     WRLH 
Ferrety Feud Ctialtna* 
WRIC jo«n Mmi 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPfl Gun«mo*e 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
.terry Springer 
CHiPs 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11   MTV 
19   NICK 
K    TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfl 
26   AiE 
27   LIFE 
29   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 
ContO 
5port*c*nt»r   |F»ne*aPio*    lOattngFit 
Varied Programi 
12:00 12:30 
Nawltfour 
Perry Mason 
mi 
1:00 1:30 
Sonyi Live 
2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 
international How 
Kotow        [Bodyihapina.    Baalntball      (Vmod Program t 
[Var. Program* Tom t J*ny     Flinttlones 
Eerty Prime 
NCAA Pin* 4 
Mo.* 
700 CM. 
Instructional 
Price It Right 
Anoy GnsWi     Ruse, L 
Montel W*.m. 
Cont'd 
Young and the Restless Bold. Beautiful 
Ni th« Hoot of ftp Night 
lLo»in» 
Mattock 
Al My Children 
AJ the Wortd Turns 
Vaned Ptogramt 
Jenny Jonct 
Omding Light 
0n« Lit* to Live 
Mf. Metodsat jD#fiwit*9 
Maury PovKh 
Srty Jway Rapnaal 
Movie 
Mouse TrKk$ 
MTV Jams 
Joan Riven 
jlfltlnictiofljl Proy>wmMDfl 
Geratoo 
Jenny Jones 
Jarry Spring* 
Home 
Varied Program* 
Chenie'i Angola 
CereBaart     [GummiBaart  ILunch Boi 
Ultle Koala     iPennfiPlacelEiireeka'tCaatl*' 
Vio^oMorningContd 
'oo CM 
Worthy | Vat. Programs 
Flaahback       |Paid Program 
MacGyvet 
Cope 
tfrnatari        jlt'i a Living 
Divorce Court |Th* Judge 
Richard Bey 
Fugitive 
Varied Program* 
Trtpte Threat    G*n*rekoni 
SportswireContd 
Chottatarol 
Our Voices 
SportMnte 
Graham Ken 
700 Club 
People i Court Laving 
Faith Daniels 
K. Copland     mratuation 
Days ol Our Lives 
Al My Children 
Movie 
AndyOriMth 
BuitwinAle 
General Hospital 
4:30 
inndePoUbcs 
Brady Bunch 
Dream League 
5:00 530 
EanyPnme        Showtki 
Saved by Bel 'Happy Days 
Mr... 
"  - *  -        - S^aju 
ve- 
Ooot Troop     |Tom and Jerry Tiny Toon 
Geraldo 
tostructional Programming, Sesame Street 
Hooeymooners [Design. W.       Three Stooges COPS 
Another World 
Chip n' Dal*   ICaspsr Mer Melodies   Tom and Jerry  Tiny Toon 
CoabySho* 
Lamb Chop 
One Lite to Live 
Design W.      j Golden Gats     Oprah Winfrey 
General Hospital SUM Trek Neit Gener 
Hard Copy 
Batman 
Najht Court 
Sq  1 TV 
Saved by Bel 
Gad Troop 
Donahue 
; Varied Programs 
Movie Varied Programs 
N»»»» 
Walt Disney Presents Movie Var Programs 
MTV Rxks 
Elephant Show Var Programt Nooitot 
Ctry. Kitchen 
Paid Program 
Cookin' U.S.A. 
Paid Program 
LrttTBrts 
Crook and Chase 
Bonanta: The Lost Episodes 
Muppets i Dennis 
Be a Star        [Top Card 
Zorro My 3 Sons 
Frapyt Rocfc  jwoodtrtind 
Totaty OnHrent Paury 
Pane and Rol Ouack Attack 
MTV Blocks 
Flippw 
Cookm' U.S.A. 
Littles 
Loomy Tun*t [Underdog       |Yogi Bur 
On Stage Club Dance 
lwno Bros.     [Pop#yf |ln*p. Gadget 
Vaned Programs 
The Judge      [Superior Court 
News 
Vaned Programs 
Moonlighting 
Easy Does It     Homework* 
Heart I Soul RIB 
Hotywood Sq. [Sale-Century 
Family 
Rocktord Fitos 
Supermarket 
Krtchen E. 
Bom Lucky 
Pratt Yr Luck ; Scrabble 
Hart to Hart 
Movie 
China Beach 
92SK Pyramid .Pyramid 
Magnum, P.I. 
Vaned Programs 
Video Soul 
Var Programs   Cholesterol       Graham Kerr 
Thirty some thing 
Easy Does It Homework s 
Ju«tT*notUt|MyTwoDaa« 
Love Boat 
Fugitive 
KKHIncorp 
MOtl WaMlttd 
Arcade 
BeaStar 
Rm Tin Tm 
Sunthete Fee   Var Programs 
Mickey Mouae 
Grind 
Hey Dude 
Zorro 
Cartoon Eiprets 
leave Beaver |Partndge Fam 
Vaned Programt 
Vaned Programt Beyond 2000 
|Vat. Programt 
Video Vibrations 
From Laurel     | Vaned Programs Crermns 
"•petty 
Dave Odom     [Sonny Smith    |Ron Bradley 
WEDNESDAY EVENING 
2     CNN 
.'      6:00 6:30 
3    WTBS 
World Today 
3't Company 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO (4301 
6    WTVR 
7     WRLH 
I     WH,C 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPfl 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11   MTV 
19   NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfl 
26   AiE 
27   LIFE 
29   TDC 
29   BET 
30   HTS 
Inside PGA 
Ful House:; 
Saved by Bel 
Ful House:, 
Bugs A Pali 
AndyOriMth 
Spocttctottr 
7:00 
Montyltnt 
B tMtMkes 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews 
9:00 9:30 
Presidential Address ■' 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
Santorda Son Movie:   Hollywood Wives  <196S OramailPart 2 o1 2) Candce Berrjen Steve Forrest 
Sports Tonight 
Cotege Basketbal Maryland at Wake Forest (Live) 
Movie: »»   The Experts (1969) John Travolta 
CBS News 
ABC News 
Business Apt. 
Partridge Fam. 
Mama 
NBC NCWS 
ABC NtWS 
Captain Plant Jettons 
Ros*ann* g    [EnL Tonight 
Star Trek Neil Gener 
Wheel-Fortun* [J*opardyl q 
MacNeii Lehrer Newshour: 
Design. W. 
Current Alt** 
Inside Edition 
Ent Tonight 
Movi*: ««« "The tasty On |1990| PG-13 
Movte: ««   Dot and me Koala (1983) NR 
MTV Jams (In Stereo) 
What You Do  |W*d-Craiy Kid 
(5 30) VideoPM (In Stereo) 
Lite Goes On  Chicken Po» 
30 Good Mm    Options-Issues 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Shovr^JWho's Boat? 
Rocktord Files:, 
Supermarket 
kMwMkn 
VMN IP 
Swenton 
Shop Ta Drop 
Wrkftte Chron 
Screen Scene 
TBA 
Liquid TV 
Looney Tunes Butwinkle 
Jelersons  , 
Murphy Brown 
Cheers. 
You Bet-Life 
Bugs A Pali 
Super Dave 
SandFatry 
Comedy Hour 
Video Prim* (In Stereoi 
Waltons  The Warrior 
Jesuit Journal   Pnsm 
Quantum Leap In Stereo) g 
Ganme Break Tempt Rising 
In Search 01. 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Gaiapagos 
Triple Threat 
Gort 
Desmonds 
|CoU*g« Basketball Seton Hall at St John s (Live) 
c *»Vi   The Rookie (1990. Drama) Pint Eastwood  R q 
In the Heat ol the Night a_ 
His. 90210 (In Stereo) 
Home Imp        Coach : 
National Geographic 
Presidential Address: 
Mltos* Place   Bye Bye Billy 
Presidential Address: 
Presidential Address 
Sports Illustrated Swwituit 
46 Hourt  Fatal Encounter 
Hunter  Crossfire 
Billy Ray Cyrui: Dreamt 
11:00 11:30 12:00 
Morwyttn* |R| [Newsnight 
12:30 
Crossfire |R 
Movie: *••   Adam (1983. Drama) Daniel J Travanti 
LtrryKirmR) 
Sportsc enter |Co»*g* T*nmt: Nat Indoor 
Movit: **   Shmng Through  (1992) Michael Douglas  R q 
News iDangeroui Curvet (In Stereo)   |Love Connect 
Artewo Hall (In Stereo): Studs 
JNightko*:; 
Great Pertormances   Black and Blue (In Stereo) 
BuUseye |NBA Basketball Utah Jazz at Chicago Bulls From Chicago Stadium (Live) 
Beverly Hills. 90210 (In Stereo) Melros* Place  Bye Bye Enty 
Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) 
Home Imp       |Coach q 
Presidential Address: 
Presidential Address:, 
Valley Country 
Law A Order n 
Bitty flay Cyrut: Oraamt 
Studs 
News 
Whoop« 
FEBRUARY 17. 1993 
1:00 1:30 
MON tm FMNH m ivv 
Dnrnn League | Timber litat 
Movto:   Twenty-One (19911 
lifestyles ot Rich A Famous 
Highway to Heaven: 
Paid Program  [Who's Boat? 
(OH Air) 
B*n*gad*   Billy 
Presidential Address : 
Tonight Show iln Stereoi q 
Nightlme .;       iRush L. 
c««V>   The Gilt Horse (1952) 
Gurtamoke  Waste 
DtVKj L9tt6fTTaftfl 
Current Afair 
BobCotUs 
Hard Copy:, 
Oceans Eleven (1960. Comedy) Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin [Movie: «««   The Silencers  (1966. Comedy) Dean Martm. Stella Stevens 
Cialagh*rW«N**daH«ro(R)|Movi«:«««   The Untouchables  11987) Kevin Costner  R 
Lost in the Barrens  (1990. Adventure) |Mr. Lincoln 
Classic MTV     Prime Time With Duff (In Stereo) 
0*1 Smafl       l&uprman 
Crook and Chat* (In Stereoi 
Young Riders   , 
Inside Stones I Bless Father 
Murder. She Wrote q 
Bemeby Jones 
Our Century (R) 
LA. Law  Love in Bloom 
Discovenes Underwater 
S.nto.d Cofflicvttw 
MT Dick Van Dyke Dragnet 
OT BkM Eyes It Back (R| 
Most Wanted iln Stereo) 
Nashua* Now Nitty Gntty Dirt Band (In Stereo) On Stage 
A Hitchcock 
Father Dowtrng Mysteries 700 Club 
Mormon Choir   Songs Prestonwood   |Stag* Door 
Movi*: ««'■;   Body Language  ''992' Heather Locklear. q 
Simon A Simon 
Am. Justice     : Spies 
News JL- 
PoletoPole   Bitter End" (R) 
Movie: »«   Lucy A Pest Before the Laughter (1991. Drama) 
Wings Vertical  (R) [Beyond 2000 
VKJMSOUI(R) 
College Basketball Georgia Tech al Richmond, (bve) 
Movie: «'-i 'In the Cold ol the Night (1990) Jefl Lester   R 
Movie: «««"; A World Apart (1988) Barbara Hershey   PG 
Comedy Hour 
Lucy Show      F-Troop 
Grind 
Get Smart 
Club Dane* (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs King 
Homeland Joy ol 
MecGyver Ghost Ship q 
Streets ol San Francisco 
Evening at the Improv IR 
Thirty some thing 
Discovenes Underwater  . 
Generations 
Soccer'94 
Oesmonds 
Alternative Nation (in Slereol 
A Company [in Stereo) 
Bonania: The Lost Episodes 
Campbell In Good Faith 
Ray Bradbury 
Kotak 
Our Cdwtury |R) 
Untoivtd Mysttfl#s 
Wmgt  Vertical  (R) 
NBA Action 
Midnight Love 
"College Basketball 
Home Shopping Spree 
Movie • *   The Amoushers 
30-Mm Mono     Mr Frost   R 
25Wi Montrtui Music Fsstrvsl 
,in SatTtOj 
Patty Duke     | Donna fleed 
NathvM* Now (R) (In Stereo) 
Rnieman |Paid Proajrarii 
Equalizer   MWMlBo) 
Family F»ud Joe franklir 
Myslpnf % 
8p»W(B) 
Beyond 2000 
raw rrogram 
Cormcview IRI  Screen Scene 
Georgia Tech at Richmond (R) 
THURSDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 
2    CNN     [World Today 
j     WTBS 
4     ESPN 
7:00 
Moneyline 
3's Company   (Andy Griffith     B HrllMlies 
5    HBO 
Inside Sr PGA^Up Ctose 
6    WTVR 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
[5 45) Mow*:   Wayne s Wortd 
News 
Fun House :, 
Saved by Bell 
11   WJPfl   ]fiM Houa* q 
CBS News 
ABCNcwt 
BiMsntMRpt 
12    WWBT    N*wa 'Hf. 
13    WSET     News 
14    TNT 
16    SHOW 
Bugs A Pals 
'.4 3b  Movie 
Partridge Fam 
Mama 
NBC News 
Sport scenle: 
7:30 
Crossfire 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews . 
9:00 9:30 
Movi*: ««'■;  flefum fo Mayberry (1986) Andy Griffith 
Larry King Live 
College Basketball .'. 
««'-;   My Blue Heaven   (1990) Steve Martin   PG-13 Movie: nth   ChmaOBrien2 (1991) R 
Ronanne q   |Ent Tonight 
Star Trek: N*it Gener 
Wti**l-Fortun* Jeopardy! , 
MKNeil Lehrer Newshour . 
Design W.      jjetforsons: 
Current Affair  [Murphy Brown 
Top Copt (In Stereo) q 
Simpsons q    [Martin q 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
11:00 
Sports Tonight Moneyline (R 
11:30 
NBA Basketball Atlanta Hawks at Phoenm Suns From the America West Arena 
College Basketball Arizona State at Arizona (Live) 
Xomedy Jam 
Qu—n (In Stereo) (Part 3 ol 3) q 
Mo' Funny: Black Comedy In America (Ri q 
Sirnptoniq    [Down Shore Hunter  Any Second No* 
Movf:  UaVock The Fortune [1993. Drama) Andy Griffith q Primetime Live 
BaftleBrains    |BaW*-Braint   | My Meryl ■?Prime Suspect 2  q 
Movi*: »«  National Lampoon's European Vacation (1985) 
Simpsontq . [Martm: 
Coaage Basketball Duke at Virginia (Live) 
Coaeg* Basketball Duke at Virginia (Live) 
|Bugs A Pali 
D    DiSN 
11   MTV 
Movie 
MTV Jamt (In Stereo) 
19   NtCK 
M    INN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
ABC News 
Captain Planet |jetsoni 
|Moi>t»: ««   Emest Scared Stupid 0991) PG 
Hey There Its Yogi Bea (1964) 
Liquid TV 
What You Do   IWJM-Craiy Kid Looney Tunes   Burrwmkle 
(5 30) VM*oPM(ln Stereo) Video Pnm* (In Stereo) 
Urt Qo*s On Iln Stereo) q 
Perspecbves    Pomt ot Vww 
24   USA 
Lrfestyt* Mag. [Church Today 
25 WWOfl 
26 AAE 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
29    BET 
30   HTS 
American Gladiators 
Coaby Snow :, Who's Boss1 
floctford Fitei q 
Supermarket 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
Lefty Dnesell 
Shop Tl Drop 
WUdkft Chron 
Screen Scene 
TBA 
Reisint! 
Comtxty Hour 
Simpsons q     Down Shore 
Cheers Seinfeld 
Pantheon 
Arsemo Hall ■?• SaWOlq 
2. News 
Pioneer ol Color Mai Goode 
N*wsq 
Tim* Trai   l? iwd Ml 
LA. Law   Hello and Goodbye 
Primetime Live  . 
Movi*: ««'?   On the Beach (1959, Drama) Gregory Peck. Ava Gardner. Anthony Perkins 
Sportscenter 
12:00 
Newsnight 
12:30 
Crossfire i R 
FEBRUARY 18x 1993 
1:00 1:30 
Larry King (R) 
Movi*: ««««   Ben Hur (1959, Adventure) Chartton Heston 
Coaege Basketball UCLA at Stanlord (Live) 
[Sitk Staaungt  Dead Weight 
Nigtitlineq 
Ad.eiituics 
Night Court 
Studs 
News 
News 
Dennis Wholey (Off AH) 
Studs 
Movi*: ««   Night Eyes 2 (1991 Suspense! R 
Love Connect Marrtad... With |Ebony/Jt 
Whoop. 
Nsghttlh 
Hi^hwsy to H#SVSfl Q 
Pa«j Program |Who't Boat? 
Highlander The Series 
|whoopi Cheers 
Tonight Show (in Stereoi q 
Nightline:;      [Rush L 
Movie  •'     Platoon UaYJW   i1968  A.-v"!''..'!'! 
Qunamok* Waste I Current Affair 
David Leflerman Bob Costal 
Hard Copy  .     Home Shopping Spree 
Movi*: «*«   Never Cry rVorf (1983) Charles Martin Smith   PG Movi*: «»';   The Further Adventures ol the Wilderness Family 
Movi*:   The Portrait (1993. Comedy-Drama) Gregory Peck       |Movt*:  Dmy Dingus Uagee 
Bugsy 11991 Drama) Warren Beatty   Rq Barry Levmson|Movie: »«»   Dine'  11982 Comedyl Steve Guttenberg   R |Movie:   Wild Orchid2 Two Shades ol Blue 
Clastic MTV 
G*t Smart        Suprman 
Wartom  The Seashore 
Crook and Chan (In Stereo' 
Young Riders   The Kid "q 
Quantum L*«p (In Stereo) q 
Gimme Break    Fish 
In Starch Ol 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Galapagos 
Triple Threat 
Fishing 
Comedy Club 
BKJ East Wk 
Pnme Time With Duff (in Stereo) 
SuHivans 
Murd*r, Sh« Wrote q 
Renegade   Billy 
Real West |R| 
LA. Law 
Satan  Summer in India" 
Senlord Comic.ie. 
Most Wanted iln Stereo) 
MT Moore        Dick Vin Dyke Dragnet A. Hitchcock 
Nashville Now Sheila Deck (In Stereo) 
Fattujr Dowting Mysteries 
Joy ol Music   | Highway 
700 Club 
On Stage 
Worship: First Baptist Church 
r. *» "OH Limits  (1988, Drama) Willem Dafoe. Fred Ward 
Highlander Th* Series 
WlkBrre Mysteries (R) 
Ntwsq 
BruttForc*: W*apont 
Movie: »•   Whisperkill (19 
Work) ol Valor Those-Oare 
Drama) Loni Anderson 
Adventurers Heart-Courage 
Video Soul Ri 
Colteg* Batketbal North Carolina Charlotte at Tjiane iLivei     NBA All Star Pre. 
Comedy Hour   Grind 
Lucy Show F-Troop 
Club Owe* (R) (In Stereo) 
Scarecrow and Mrs. King 
J«ssy Diion    |Lightmu*ic 
MacGyver  Fire and Ice q 
Streets ol San FranciKO 
Evening at the Improv |R 
Thirtysomething 
Safari   Summer in India 
Generations 
On Pit Road     HaUs ol Fame 
Comedy Club 
Elvis: On* Night With You (R) 
Alternative Nation (In Stereo) 
Gel Smart       [DobieGiMs 
Miller A Company iln Stereo) 
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes 
VISN Showcase 
Hitchhiker       |flay Bradbury 
Kotak 
Real West (R) 
Untotved Mysteries 
World ol Valor  Those-Oare 
Midnight Love 
Movie    Sweet IS  (1990) 
Draambme (In Stereo) 
Patty Dull*      | Donna B—d 
Nathv** Now Sheila Deck |R) 
Rifleman 
Man Akve 
Paid Program 
Heart-Matter 
Movie: •*• 
Family Feud 
Wildlite Mysteries  H 
Nightlile   (1989) 
Joe Frankkn 
Mysteries 
Adventurers 
Paid Program 
Comicwaw |R) 
Heart Courage 
Screen Scan* 
College Basketball  N  "- Lj-ulmd Ca"une Jl ' ,.arif [RI 
FRIDAY EVENING 
2    CNN World Today 
3    WTBS 3'i Company   [Andy Qflttth 
4    ESPN Molowortd      |UpCIO** 
5    HBO 
f    WTVR News 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
FuHHouwq 
9    WCVE 
10   WGN 
Japan*** 
Saved by Bea 
11   WJPfl Faff House q 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11   MTV 
19   NICK 
TNN 
FAM 
VISN 
USA 
WWOfl 
26   AAE 
27   LIFE 
M   TDC 
29 BET 
30 HTS 
6:00 6:30 7:00 
Moneyline 
SpOftscsntSf 
7:30 
Crotifir* 
8:00 8:30 
Pnmenews 
9:00 9:30 
,_arry King Live Ptljrj KlaHI   , 
SantordASon Movi*: ««   Through Naked Eyes  (1983) David Soul 
10:00 10:30 
World News 
11:00 
Sports Tonight 
11:30 
Moneyline (Rl 
*«*   Tune Alter Time (1979) Malcolm McDowell  PG 
Sluing: U S Mens Pro Tour      [Skiing: U S Alpine [Suprbout*: Foreman 
«■■-» ■■Making ot a Male Model (1983) Joan Collins 
12:00 
Ntwtmght 
12:30 
Crossfira(R| 
FEBRUARY 19. 1993 
1:00 Ji30_ 
Larry King Philip Kaiser (R) 
Movi*:"';   Valley Girl (1983, Comedy) Deborah Foremm 
News 
Bug* A Pelt 
CBS News Roseanne;,     Ent. Tonight 
Mama 
ABC News 
BueinessRpt 
ParWdrj* Fam. 
Mama 
NBC Newt 
ABC Newt 
Captain Planet 
(5 35) MovM:  Maltese Falcon 
Sttr Trek: Neil Gener 
Wheel-Fortun* |j*opardyl q 
MacNeii Lehrer Newshour 
D*aign W.       J*t*rtons q 
Currant Affan 
lns*dt Edrttor 
EntTonighl 
Jtlsons 
Murphy Brown 
Ch—rtq 
You Bet-Lile 
Bugs A Pats 
[Auto Racing |Sportac*nt*r Cottoge Votaybal: USC at SUnlord 
Movie: »«   Double Impact (1991) Jean-Claude Van Damme q |Movie: ««   Free/ack (1992) Emilio Estevez (In Stereo) R q    |Com*dy Jam 
Golden Patac* | Major Dad q 
America's Moat Wanted q 
Family Matters 
Va Currents 
Stepjiy Step 
Wall St Week 
Miss USA Pageant in- Stereo Live) q 
Sightings :,      Sighbngs q     |Hunter   Double Exposure 
Dinosaurs .     Camp Wilder    20/20 q 
Arsemo HaH (In Stereo) q 
[Dark Jutttc* Cold Reading 
Movw: ««W   Heart Condition  (1990 Comedy) Bob Hoskms 
Wash. W**A   |Th* Contrary  [Or—t P*rrormancet Mass Daws: A Tribute (In Stereo) q 
America's Most Wanted: 
Out Al Night    Rhythm-Bluet 
Family Matters Step by Step 
Sjgrmngtq     |Sighbngt:; 
N*wtq 
Kung Fu: Th* Legend Cont 
Night Court 
Movi*:  Perry Mason The Case ol the Skn-Deep Scandal" q 
Dmosaursq    |Camp Wavier   [20/20 q 
Movi*: «««'■■???CatBaHou (1965 Comedy) Jane Fonda [NBA AH-Star Friday 
Movi*: ««W UHF (1989. Comedy) Al YanAovic PG-13 q |Movi*: *»'7   Shocker (1989. Horror) Peter Berg  R q 
Uptown Comedy Club 
Studs Chwr*:; 
Studs 
Movi*: *•   lower Level (1991 Suspense) R' 
Love Connect   Uptown Comedy Club 
Wtioopi 
AOrSfttUTSS DartrM Wholey (Off A») 
Highway to H—v*n q 
Paid Program | Pet Sadm 
Whoopi 
Movie:**   Lone Wort McQuade (1963) 
Currant Affair 
Tonight Show   i    vr..     ,       iDavid Leflerman [Friday Vldaot 
2. RushL |H*fdCopyq   [Home 
**Vi Clash ol the nans (1981 Fantasy) Laurence Olivier 
Spra. 
Duel Titan 
Movie- rr»Vi  The Supper and the Rose (1976)RiCfWdChaiT»t)erlain G 
MTV Jamt (In Stereo) 
What You Do   [Wild-Crazy Kid 
(5 30) VidooPM (In Sterao) 
Prince Valiant 
Azimuths 
That! My Dog 
Whose Worto"> 
American Gladiators 
Cosby Showq|Who's Boat? 
Rocktord Files JJ   :, 
lun*rnieit*t   [Inop Ti Drop 
Mother Nature 
Video LP 
DonDeVoe 
Chron 
Batket Report 
Liquid TV 
Looney Tunes 
Big Picture 
BuHwinkle 
Video Prim* (In Stereo) 
Big Bro Jake 
CathokcView 
Qu*ntumL*ap 
Man. Mansion 
Family Foravr 
n Stern ic 
Qimm* Br—t |T*mp*. Rising 
In Starch Of... (R) 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Galapagos Ocean Travelers 
Triple Threat 
Soccer '94 
New Attitude 
|Pauta Abdul: Und*r My Spell   |Movn: ««»  journey to the Center ot the Earth (1959) Pal Boon* G 
««  VI Warshawski (1991) fl q       [Movi*: »  Wildest Dreams (1969 Comedy! R 
Top 20 Video Countdown (in Stereoi 
Get Smart       |Sup*rman 
Crook and Chat* (In Stereoi 
Yo! MTV Raps Today (In Stereo) 
MT. Moor*     |Dick Van Dyke.Dregrwt 
Nashville Now im Stereo) 
Movte: ««W "Partners n Love  I1992 Comedy) Eugene Levy 
Airwaves Angels 
Murder, Sin Wrote q 
Everyman 
A Hitchcock 
Autbn Encor*! 
700 Club 
North Phoenn Baptist 
*««   High Plans Dnlter (1973) Cant Eastwood 
Movte: ««W   Renegades  (1989. Drama) Kieter Sutherland 
Time Machme 
L.A. Law 
Wridtrtt Chron. 
Sanlord 
Thia Week m NASCAR 
Arctic 
Comicvtew 
J- 
iCarobne's Comedy Hour IR) 
Movi*: »««   Body ol Evidence (1988) Margot KidOer 
Submarines Sharks ol Steel    [Submarines: Sharks ol Steel 
Wrteo Soul Top twenty 
Lucy Show      [F-Troop 
Club Dance • 
Scarecrow and Mrs. Kaig 
Family Enrichment 
i: «««   Voyage to the Bottom ol the Sea | SApper-Bose 
Alternative Nation (in Stereoi 
G*t Smart DobteGiitis 
kMer A Company (In Stereoi 
Bonanza: The Lo*t Episode* 
Pnme Time Playhouse 
Movie: «  HOTS   (1979. fornedy)Susan Kigrjr. Lisa London 
Streets Of San Francisco 
Evening al the Improv 
Thirty something 
WMM* Chron 
Generations 
Arctic iRi 
NewsiRi 
NBA Al-Ster Pre NordK Track Boiing Prime Championship Series (Live) 
Koas* 
Time Machine (Ri 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Submarines Sharks of Steel 
Midnight Love 
NBA All Star Pre 
Patty DuAe      [Donna Reed 
Nashville New |H| (In Stereo) 
Paid Program [Paid Program 
tacrae) ton*)*, tacred loton 
"Surf Nans Must Die 
Famay Feud    [Joe FranUn 
Investigative Reports 
Mysteries Paid 
Submarines: Sharks of Steel 
flap City Top ten 
SATURDAY DAYTIME 
CNN Showbiz We* 
WTBS National Otographtc Eiptortr (R) q 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
I    WTVB 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
9    WCVE 
10    WGN 
11    WJPfl 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11 MTV 
19 NICK 
20 TNN 
22 FAM 
10:00 10:30 
Style 
11:00 
Sci*nc*-Tech 
11:30 12:00 
BaaketbMI      Iftewsdey q     [Evans 
12:30 1:00 1:30 
Newsmaker 
2:00 2:30 
Heafthworks     Style IR 
3:00 3:30 
OnttteMenu   [Your Money 
Seal Water      |Fl» Ratling      IWaHrafi Cay 
(930) Movte: ««v» Casey s Shadow H978) 
T—nag* Mutant NWM Turttes Back to Future 
Tiny Toon      |Tu-Manla q X-M*n  , 
Bug* Bunny A Tw—ty q 
D»cora»ng 
Education 
Tiny Toon 
SavwlbyM 
Yankee Shop 
Good Fishing 
Tai-Mama: 
CaM. Dreams 
Land ot Lost 
Wood 
Golf Show 
X-4J lid 
Bug* Bunny A Tw—ty: 
How the West Was Won 
Saved by Baff 
LandolLoei 
Tllovte:**';   Bustm Loose (1961 Comedy) Richard Pryor       Movte: »««   Car Wash  (1976 Oarnadyl George Carkr 
Sportacenter   ]Corteg« Batketbal Wisconsin-Green Bay at Marquette (Live)    |T*nnia U S Pro Indoor Criamponship - Sartimnal 
4:00 4:30 
Close-up Future Watch 
FEBRUARY 20, 1993 
5:00 5:30 
The Bmgo Long Traveling AH Stars and Motor Kings 
Morse Racing   .- "  ■• Skiing: , S  *'pir* 
Movte: *W Club Fed (1990) Judy Landers     lOroundhog     [Movw: ..  Regarding Henry (1991) PG-13 q [Movte: «V? Caddyshack II (1968 Comedy) Jackie Mason  PG Ifforta la^ttrated 
Raw Toonag* 
Sup*rD«v»q 
Wonoar Ya«rt |Wond*r Y*art ICatwt*  Trapped [In Stereo) 
Tm* Trai   Shovrdown 
President Cterton: Antw*rmg ChAdren 
jHiyiiandor Th* Sana* 
Venturing 
Paid Program 
Super Dave q 
r**m* Advntur 
Why Didn't I 
No Eicus*      |VictoryQard»nlrte*rriidOu»lt 
Soul Train (In Stereo) |**v*dbyB*tl 
Omnibus 
|n*rjy_ 
Movte: ««« "Doublecrossed (1991. Drama) Dennis Hopper 
Lon Davis ChMrt: 
ay*j*Ao1afit QMAwi: Aftewatirtg CMdran 
e evj "40 Guns to Apache Pass (1967) Audw Murphy 
Movte: ««V»  Sibling Rivalry  (1990) PG-13 :»««';   SAWpBY (1973) Woody AUn 
New Kids Bk 
Liquid Eitract 
Heathclrff 
Rtmodeling 
Insp Gadget 
Wortrap 23 VISN 
24 USA 
25 WWOfl 
2*   AAE      ,Biography |R) 
Frug  Gourmet 
MKkeyMouM for Our ChAdran: TH* Concert |R) q 
Sports Wrote-Watch 
Yogi Boar Can't on TV 
Mechanic 
That's My Dog 
Sunshine Fee 
WWF Mania Wrestling 
patdProgram iPatdPtoyam" 
BET 
HTS 
MacAMuOey 
Frug. Qourm*I 
AntmaH 
(9 00) Video Soul by R*ou**t 
Fishmg Stones Final Score 
WMA m Rock 
Can't on TV 
ln-FI*h*rman 
BteCkSUIkon 
Just Kids 
Fiahm 
Zorro  '■????. 
Mitaiona 
MUSK Video* (In Stereo) 
Roland Martin Outdoors 
Images and ReMmes 
Kung Fu: Th* Hoand Cont     |Hunter  The Girl Nent Door       Clrj Clo**^ip 
Coateg* BaskUbMI Virginia Commonweafth at South Florida 
&*wmg-Nency [Frug. Gourmet |Cootm' Ctvaap [Cooking 
Movie •••   The Breakiasi Club  H985i Ermao Estevez 
Coaao* Basketbl Virgyva Comrnrjnvrearth at South Florida 
Sportacenter   jCoieg* B»sketbaH Georgia Tech it Wake Forest (Uve) 
SportaCanter  [CoSao* BaskefJsaaGeorguj Tech it Wake Forest (Live) 
DKkTarrant 
Nova Hn Stereo 
Hook -Phomcs [Utettytet ot Rich A Famous 
Country N*t     Ster SMrch Iln Storeoj 
Figure Skating 
a. 
Street Jusbce Coat pj Ptaea 
_E«trem«lt 
Wortd Chaaang* of Charnpiont 
HoStyWssk      Pr%v»sws 
TrM Settee (R) 
Harry rtendi 
College B**k*tb*i Ctemson at Florida State (Utt) 
Why Didn't I    [Roggln Haroa* 
Co**g* latkettvai 
*   Gunmen From Laredo (1959) r. «»«Vi ButHo B* and the Indians (1976 Western) Paul fstwman 
Super Dav q |Movte: **   Rock n Roe High School Forever |M*vte: *V>   flefum to the Blue Lagoon (1991) Mate Jcivovich 
Clemton at Florida Slate (Lrv*) 
'Jiympic Gold ',,-mastics 
ChfOOtClSS Oi MSflHS [ 
Rock 'N' Jock B Ban Jam II iR  NBA Stunt Iln Stereo) 
The Richest Cat m the World (1986) q | 
Nick Newt 
BHIDenceOut 
Virglman The H*» Wind 
Ov*r th* rf Oan| 
Movte: «««   The InLaws  (1979 Comedyl Peter Falk 
[Famty Th—tra 
BtyondiBaWjl* Master t Ghost iR 
Outdoors 
teateSton 
TruckmUSA   ;NHWA Today 
■Aj Vetey  By Fires Unseen 
Nature ot TNnaa : 
Paid Program |P*td Program Thty Cam* from Outer Spec* i Simon A Simon 
investigative Reports Am. Jueac*     [Spte* |R| 
Moowtghpng 
M tw WHd       World Akv* 
Hap City Top ten |R| 
|Movi* »*«  Jack s Back (1988 Mysieryi James Spader 
Sera's Summer ot Swans (R, 
*»'i   Cadence  H990) 
»«   Whm Fang (1991) Kteut Mana Brendeuar PQ 
Top K Video Countdown       iteteOJ 
Can't on TV      Gat Pictur* 
Inaate-IUcing |Am*rican Sportt CavMcad* iR) (in Stereo)        tin*. Awartc* 
(MComradJ 
Azimutht 
Our way 
Bonania: Tha LoM Eateodo*    Young Pietera Gurmgw*r q 
PmieS Tuns PwytUHisc [Stag* Poor 
Fade to Black  H993 Suspans*) Timrjitiy Butfiatd q 
Chma B—ch   Hot Spell 
Pushmg Lmvla WAd-Wheels 
Teen Summrt 
M rag* 
|Movte: ««  Gunllgrir m Black Horse Canyon (1961 Western)   [K/ught PXter (Part 1 of 2) 
Gossip' 
Renegade Hj 
i QfBQfl'"-■• 
Supermarket    [Shop Til Drop [LA Law   Beet Jerk, 
t..   Charley Vamck  (1973. Drama) Walter Mettheu     [Comedy on tie Road (R) 
(Movi*: ••     Code Name Dancer 11987) Kate Capahaw 
WmgalRi World ot Valor [H—rt-Coura**  Nature Welch  tarth Journal Nature of Ttenga  Baboons 
VwaoLP(R)     PaM Program v«teo Soul by Request 
Gutt Cnett The A***- to War 
forecatl |Advteort Thit Week m NASCAR CapHalt ptl Hoctfy Lot Anoatet Kingt al WasNngton Capitals Frorr me Capital Centre ILrvei Collector's Showcase 
Tun Summll (R) 
Gnp Matlf 
Paai i 
CLASSIFIEDS 
SvnkvMusUTvf hurnnillv 
We clean carpet, furniture. 
autc> interiors, student/ 
facult) rooms or houses 
Call J92-6661! 
Spring Break: 
CANCt N,N\SS\l 
GromSlM 
nize .i small group foi FREE 
Uip 
CALL 1 (800) GETSUN-I 
STUDENTS or ORGANIZA- 
TIONS, I'lomoli'oml ■'KIIKLIS'HIIIH 
Break packigei i;u-n MONEY tnd 
FREE trips. Organize SMAJ l ta 
LARGE groups Call Campus Ma 
keting. 800-423-5264 
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND RE- 
SI ME EXPERIENCE!!   Irulivulu 
BUaVvdStuedentOrganizaiJons wanted 
lopmimik'SPKINdllRI AKL.IIIIIK- 
naiiiin's leader    Inter Campus Pro 
grams 1-800-327-6013. 
SPRINGBREAKERS. 
PronKMe our Florida Spring Break. 
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE 
tnps. Organize SMALL or LAROI 
groups.   Campus Marketing.   800 
423-5264 
RESIDENT CAMP STAFF   Assis 
lain tfirector, business manager. RN. 
E.M.T., Para -medic, kitchen slatl. unit 
counselors and leaden, program spc 
cialist, |HH)I director and lifeguards 
needed; June 12-August 15. Two 
season.il residenl cam|is liK.iled ne.u 
HarrisonhurgandlAVslnirg.Vii Con 
tact: Ruth Ensor.GSCNC, 2233 Wis 
consin Avc. N.W., Washington. IK' 
2(XX)7-4I87. 202-337-4300 or 80O- 
523-7898. EOF 
SUMMER JOBS-Twin Lakes State 
Parkis now accepting applications lor 
seasonal employment loi inainie 
nance, lifeguards, lood operations, 
supervisory positions of food produc- 
tion, contact rangers, chief lifeguards 
and grounds worker. Submit state 
form #10-012 to apply. Contact the 
VEC in Farmville or Twin 1 jkei Slate 
Park at 392-3435 for further mlorma 
lion. EEO/AA 
ADOPTION: Ciivc your bahy a life 
filled with love, laughter, and lulla 
bies. Happily married, financially 
secure couple hoping 10 adopt Call 
Jeanme and Ken collect. 804-282 
1652. (Lawful expenses paid.) Sunny 
nursery, loving grandparent! will v, e I 
come baby home. 
EmtSALE 
IBM compatible,640K RAM,CCA 
monitor, 2-5 1/4 drives, K)mb III). 
Software included. $450.6% 1926or 
leave message at 395-2120. 
20 gal. 6-mth. old Aquarium pat 
feet condition/have upgraded, COmeS 
with OUttide filler, healer, A hood 
Will help setup.   $60.  696-1926 or 
leave message at 395-2120. 
FOR SALE 
Macintosh SE.20mb III), 2.5mb 
RAM, good condition, new mouse, 
non-glare screen cover, with various 
programs/clip arl/loni.s Price nego- 
tiable.  Call Judy al 192  1633 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
ALASKA SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENI 
FISHERIES Slu<kTiU Needed! I'arn 
SWHIt per week in > ajnattel lir $4,(MMl» 
per month mi lislmig huals lire 
Tranapurtiiliiin! Rimmaml Huanl' 'rvei 
1,000 OMolOfa. No axparianc* 
netettary. Male "i lemale Im 
employnient piugna tall 
1-206-545-4155 BzL AS33I 
SluJrnl l-.mploymrnl Srrvicet 
At hievemenl I hn>ui[h Aitvtnluir 
SIBAMU »iaKu>| b. »..., ID AlMfcA « -.1 to 
**>■■■?m 1**1, m-l |M I-—I payMcal ..awat.^ 
SKI 
SmiNGBHMAK   93 
IHTUXCOUUKHATt 
SMMrVEKS 
»MT. SUTTON, 
CANADA 
I*■€ ma mm am Vmrmim Sutvl 
ONLY 
$209 
forty In the Snor* : 
5 Day UH Ticket 
5  Nights Lodging 
imfountMinmidm CondoJ 
5 Days Intercollegiate 
Activities 
Sponmort Includ* litun, 
Fvimn And mtolmon 
Ijfal Afl/or 
,i M 
CAM ua TnAvaTJfSB«m> 
I  800-999 SKI 9 
Pane ft 
PERSONALS 
Old y .old lor SS 
■piece    Various yews from i''^ 
■nactThc Virginian at Ho. 
2906 
annul lawyer but you and 
"Bill" ar<- I' I A B    Luv.F 
I.OS'I Keys, three joined keyrings 
with about 15-20 keys 4 small Hack 
hollle opener. H found please leave al 
Information Deskoi leave message at 
2120 
Signups lor the Bloodmobile, spon- 
sored by Oeist, will be March 1-3 
during lunch & dinner in tfic New 
Smoker area Hie Hloodmobile will 
be here Mauh 164 17 from Id 6pm 
in (he ABC rooms 
Marklandcrs will be holding [heir set 
ondmeetingonThur.Peb I8inl 
lobby I ighlers Wanted experience 
medieval eombai <t the mysiii|ue ol 
the middle ages) 
VPHB-Hang tight, It'sgetting better! 
-GM 
JAC Work,work,work,work,work 
happy, happy, joy, joy!!!! - CiM 
YOUR MESSAGE HERE!! 
HELP WANTED 
Admissions Counse- 
lor. 1993 graduates 
are encourage to 
apply for the posi- 
tion of Admissions 
Counselor. This 
position is temporary 
and runs 9-10 
months, from mid- 
August (1993) to 
May 1994. Extensive 
travel (in and out-of- 
state) during fall and 
spring semesters is 
required as well as 
some nights and 
weekends. The indi- 
vidual is responsible 
for numerous recruit- 
ment activities both 
on-campus and off. 
Applications are 
available in the Ca- 
reer Center and the 
Admissions Office. 
The application 
deadline is April 1, 
1993. For more infor- 
mation, contact Dr. 
Judy Vogt, 395-2591. 
CRUISE JOBS 
Students   Ntfdril! 
Ham 12,0001 month working for CraiM 
Miir« ami limr I iMnpamn   Holiday. 
■maarnd M HUMwrykiyawni 
avaiUNr   Ivr rtnpltiymi-i)t program i all 
(206) 634-04& »«l  CS330 
GIVE 
ANOTHER CHANCE. 
GIVE BLOOD. 
AiiMrkMuiKadCroaa 
M 
TELEVISION The Rotunda February 17. 1W3 
SATURDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 20.1993 
6:00 6:30 
2^ CNN [World Today     PmniOt 
3 tfTBS WCW Saturday Nighl 
4 ESPN jsenw PGA GoM   ,„•   ,i 
5 HBO Movw  ••'?   Footloose 
7:00 
c***"0*? 
7:30 
SporHtat 
6 tfTVR 
I WRLH 
I    WRIC 
I OMSK Soorttctntar 
(1964 Oramai Kevin Bacon   PG 
CBS Nawi 
»    WCtt 
KJ   WGN 
Baywatcb    he Towar q 
Html lUC Mtwt 
Sandwgo 
11    WJPR 
12    WWRT 
Utettyta* of RICH a Famout 
Ranaoada   "'of Tip 
Naari 
13   WS€T 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   0ISN 
II    MTV 
NBC Newt 
ABC Nawi 
Bugt Bunny I Pah 
Entartammanl Tomgtit  , 
Slar Trali: Oaap Spaca Nina [j 
Whaal-Fortuna jJaopardy1:, 
Lawranca Wa* Snow 
ftunaway-Ricri 
PnmeSutoact 
Patron. W. 
Jaflanont  , 
FifaHgntara 
ctieefi , 
StarTra* Nart Ganar 
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 
Both Sidat       Sourcei 
c«««V?  Guest Who s Corning to Dinner  (1967) 
10:00 10:30 
World Nawi 
tat* Watery Spatial 
NHl Hoctay Boslon Bruins at Toronto Maple Leafs From Maple Leal Gardens (Live) 
11:00 
Spom Tomatrl 
11:30 12:00 12:30 
Capital Gang  TNawiraorit      |Evwit 
Movtt »*   Tentacles  [1977 Horror) Henry Fonda 
1:00 1:30 
Travel Gwda    lPtnmO.(R) 
c **Vi   Frogs (1972) 
Sportacantat 
Hostages  H993 Drama) Kattiy Bates [Mowe: «»   Predator 2 (1990) Danny Glover (In Sfgreo)'R q 
Dr Oumn. MadKma Woman : 
Copi , Copt(R|Q 
IncwdWa Ditcovary of Noahl Art (In Stereo 
Code 3: |Coda3|R)c; 
• •"J  See Mo £wr. Hear No Eml (1989) Gene WMer 
Passport to Pimkco (1949) Stanley HoHoway 
««   Double Vision (1992. Suspense) Kim Carnal' 
Cop*:; 
Almoflt Hoflve 
C0pi(Rly 
Nuraaaq 
Coda3:, 
Empty Nattq 
Cede 3(R)q 
lilad Abo You 
MBA AJ-Star Saturday 
r. **fi  See No Evil. Hear No Eva (1969) Gene Wilder q 
1»   NICK 
Mov« 
Best ol Wan Disney 
Wrote Witch     Wee* m Rock 
DouMt Den 
taVfr  Stang Rivalry (1990) PG-13 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   YTSH 
24   USA 
25   WWOfi 
2t   A1E 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
21   BET 
30   HTS 
Guts 
■: ««   Medicine Man (1992) Sean Connery   PG-13 q 
Big Picture 
ttt ,Tht Ewok Adventure (I984i Eric Walker q 
Country Beat I In Stereoi 
Doug 
s 
Joyful Noiaa 
Swamp Thing 
African Skies 
Center Street 
Be.ood 
Ironttde 
Rm Tm Tin 
Tnnrty Playhse Writer's Read 
Sports 
Ruarets 
Tests Conn 
Zorro (R): 
Quintum Leap (In Stereo)q 
Gmvne I Break 
Caroana'i Comady Hour (R|      Trivalquett     I Home Again 
Rock N' Jock B-Bat Jam II |R) 
Clanttt Eipl. |Roundhouee 
Opry Bttttjt.   |Qrtnd Opty 
Young Ridars (In Stereo) q 
Sacred Songs, Sacred Spaces VISN Showcase 
Untouchabtat y 
Commiah  Family Business  q 
ICoaaga BaiiittialCoiorado Stale at Wyorwng (Lrvel 
*»v,   tot floo*t?' (1990 Drama) Cant Eastwood  R q | Happy H 
Married... With iHoofc.-Phomci [Utattyltt el Wdl a Famoua Married... With 
Comic Strip Uvt (In Stereoi 
Being Served  | French FteMl 
Newt: 
Emargancy     |Emer. Cal 
Sittari   Mirror Mirror 
Commtth "Family Business 
jaaaaaa 
Movie:  A Nightmare on Elm Street 3 Dream Warriors (1967) 
"^CwiiedY Sho It't Showbme it Ine Apollo       Soul Train (In Stereo) 
Smith t Jones  (Off Air) 
Designing Women (In Stereoi Q iMovie:   Blue Steel (1990)       |ApoloCom. 
Comic Strip Live (In Stereo)     |Curtant A«e« Ertrt 
IStutdty NigW Live (In Stereo) 
Street Juekce Cost ol Peace' 
(0«Ait) 
The Heart ol Justice  11993. Mystery) Ere Stom 
Denit Leary^ure 
s aaVj Heart Conation (1990. Comedy) Bob Hoskins     |Shopping Spr. 
Movie:**   The Bedford Inadent  (1965) Richard Widmark 
[JeiFotwotlhy |Movie: «*«   Btckdralt"(1991) Movie:*   Nightclub  (1989) Nicholas Hoppe 
Coriquesl of the Planet ol me Apes      |Gtont Estafan: Going Home q |Movie: ««*^ "The Ghost and Mrs Uur" (1947) Re« Harnson   | Wwe Fang 
NBA Stunt (In Stereo) 
ReniShmpy |You Afraid? 
SUBar Bros. (In Stereo) 
A Hitchcock     Lucy Show 
American Music Shop 
Movie: **Vi   The Return ol Desperado H988) Alen McArthur 
Movie: **   Barbareta  (1968. Science Fiction) Jane Fonda 
Movie: *'■;   Guyana Cult ol the Damned (1960. Drama) 
Saturday Showcase 
5* Sttatiogt  Dead We^ht 
Newt: |Newsworthy 
Movie: *«*   The FBI Story (1959. Drama) James Stewart. Vera Miles. Murray Hamilton 
Movie »*'i  Band Faith  (1990 Dramai Robert Urich Joanna Kerns Dennis Fanna. 
Naturakst With t Cimera IR 
Paid Program   Paid Program 
Salt  Fishing      Balling 
MK a MuBey [Animal! |Uving Plant Earth" [Crtoppefl 
Heart 1 Soul: R*B 
Hidden Room   Confessions 
Sports Report | Video Soul by Request 
Challenge "Hot-Air Affair 
Countdown to the Ball 
MT Moore 
0pryjkttje_ 
Dragnet 
Grand Opry 
Bonenii: The Lost Episodes 
ACTS: Act h" Out 
Heedbenger't Bel (In Stereo) 
Supeonan      |Donna Read    Patty Duke     |Fem. 2-Night 
Sutler Brot. (R) (In Stereo) 
CCM-TV Zola Levitt 
Sacred Soul 
Movie: ««  Prop Dead Gorgeous (1991) Jennifer Rutow. q 
syit Games 
Caroana't Comedy Hour [Ri 
Unsolved Mysteries 
Living Planet Earth 
[Paid Program 
Spottighl Cafe |Ptid Progtam 
American MutK Shop (R) 
Paid Program 
Defense 
Paid Program 
Heart-Matter 
'•■?■■?tight"1 The Last_Kiss 
Paid Program  | Paid Program 
Movie: ***   The FBI Story  (1959, Dramai James Stewart 
Moonegfitwig 
X-PlanesiRi 
Cormcview (R) 
Basket Report |Co»egeBatke>all James Madison at Richmond (Live) |This Weak in NASCAR |Coaag* Batkatbal Washington State at Oregon (Live) 
ChoppartiR) 
Video LP {Rl 
Capitals 
Paid Program | Paid Program 
Chalangi   Hot-Air Affair' (R) 
Rap City lop ten (Ri 
NHL Hock tl ' • j'. r CapjMj 
SUNDAY DAYTIME 
2    CNN 
3    WTBS 
4    ESPN 
5    HBO 
t    WTVP. 
7    WRLH 
I    WRIC 
i   WCVE 
10   WGN 
11   WJPR 
12   WWRT 
13   WSET 
14   TNT 
16   SHOW 
17   DISN 
11   MTV 
19    NICK 
20   TNN 
22   FAM 
23   VISN 
24   USA 
25   WWOfi 
26   AtE 
27   LIFE 
21   TDC 
2J   BET 
30   HTS 
10:00 
On the Menu 
"•won* 
10:30 
Newsmaker 
11:00 
Coaches 
11:30 
Weak m NBA 
12:00 12:30 1:00 
Newsday 
*Vi   Allan Quatermam and the Lost City ol Gold (1987) 
SporttWeekly 
(9 00) 
Sunday Mom. 
Suicide Hotel (R| (In Stereo) 
|Reporten       |Sporttcantar 
Larry Jonat 
UntouchabkH g 
19 00) i: "Atorma Rae 
Va. Lagisl.      [Vi. Currantt 
Star Search (In Stereo) 
LarTy Jones     Outdoortman 
Robert Schuaar 
Baptist [Face Nation 
WWF Superstars 
First Biphst Church 
Capitol News  |Attembly Wk 
Lilestyles of Rich 6 Famous 
Lrfettyles ol Rich > Famoui 
Movie: «««   Gideons Trumpet  (1980. Drama) Henry Fonda 
Victory Hour 
Workwoman    This Week With DIVKJ Bnnkley Track Talk 
Movie ««   The Oklahoma City Dolls  (1981) Susan Biakely 
Movie •*'?   Paradise  (1991. Drama) Melanie Griffith  PG-13' 
*««  Snoopy Come Home (1972) G 
MTV Jamt (In Stereo) 
Doug 
Wnnart 
k-.tp. Gadget 
WofStHp 
RugrtH 
NHRA Today 
PnnceValiant 
Worship 
Sports 
Ren I Sbmpy 
Ineida-Raong 
Am. Baby 
Pratbyterian     Ditcovary 
Paddmgton 
Wrote Watch 
Salute Short! 
Recediy 
rleaWiyWda 
(7 00) Cartoon Espress 
»«MmolpaAJay Baakman't     |Patd Program 
Pwywoghtt Thaatar 
■■?Ravktw (R) |lnttfrkal Maxfac. 
Ilomeworkt    |Eaty Pott It 
Video Gospel |Pertonel Diary ForBtackMan 
Science-Tech. INewsday: 
1:30 2:00 2:30 
Moneywaafc     IWaaA in Review 
Movie: •• The Beastmaster  (1982, Fantasy) Marc Singer, Tanya Roberts 
3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 
World Report 
Movie: ««  Red Son/a  (1985. Adventure) Brigitte Nielsen 
Powder Tune  |Tennis U S Pro Indoor Championship -■?Final From Philadelphia (Live) Ski World 
Movie: «*h   Waynes World (1992) PG-13     |Movie: ««  The Experts (1989) John Travolta |Movie: «   Million Dollar Mystery (1987) PP. 
Speedweek 
FEBRUARY 21. 1993 
5:00 
EarfyPnma 
TomS Jerry 
5:30 
Newsmaker 
Captain Planet 
Track and Field: Sunkist 
i: *•* "Tfiafs Lite (1986) Jack Lemmon 
Jeff Jonat 
Andy Griffith 
Cottage) BitketDall Georgetown at Seton Hall (Live) g 
AndyGriflHh 
BttSa-Brimt   [BaBH-Brtint 
|Coaage Basketball Purdue al Indiana (Live) g Olympic Wmtertett 
Movie: «««  Cocoon (1985 Science Fiction) Don Ameche, Wiilorrj Bnmiey 
Thit Weak WKA David Bnnkley TMe Richmond |Coatoa Basketball: Regional Coverage 
r. »v> 'Vats' (1988 Comedy)CyndiLauper. Peter Falk 
Movie: «*'?   Tough Guys (1986, Comedy) Burl Lancaster 
Lawrence Weil Show [McUughlm 
Movie: **** "Tootsm (1962, Comedy) Dustin Hoffman, Jessica Lange 
College Basketbal: Regional Coverage 
One on One 
Movie: *••';   Norma Rae (1979, Drama) Sally Field 
Movie: «♦'■)   Tough Guys   (1986 Comedyl Burt Lancaster 
Tony Brown Parent! I Educators 
«»««   High Noon (1952 Weslemi Gary Cooper 
Beauty and the Bettl q Irfkgnlandar The Serial 
Stay in School Jam |PGA Golf' Buck Invitational (Live) g 
Slat Trek: Deep Spaca Nine g [Health Today  |Coaege Bisketbak: Regional Coverage 
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News 
Briefs 
Clinton and Mitterrand discuss Bosnia 
WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton and French President Francois 
Mitterrand talked by telephone Monday about the new U.S. policy in 
Bosnia. 
"President Mitterrand welcomed the U.S. approach." said While House 
communications director George Stcphanopoulos said 
The Clinton administration last week named Reginald Bartholemcw to 
serve as an envoy to cease-fire negotiations in Bosnia-Herzegovina and 
promised to help implement and enforce any settlement. 
Clinton did not talk to Mitterrand about the policy last week because the 
French president was on a trip to Vietnam, Stcphanopoulos said. Clinton 
and Mitterrand discussed Vietnam "very briefly, but the focus was on 
Bosnia," he said. 
HOPI-NAVAJO LAND DISPUTE DEFIES SETTLEMENT 
AFTER 100 YEARS 
FLAGSTAFF, Ariz. (AP) Clarence Blackrock has lived all his 63 years 
in the Cactus Valley-Big Mountain community on the Hopi Indian 
Reservation. He considers it his home, his land, his heritage. 
But Blackrock, like most of his neighbors, is a Navajo. And despite his 
strong religious and ancestral ties to the land, he will be forced off it unless 
Navajo and Hopi leaders settle their century-old dispute over use of the 
land. 
More than three decadesol legal battles among the tribes and the federal 
government appeared on the way to resolution in November when a 
federal mediator announced, i settlement giving the HopisS 15 million and 
500,(XX) acres of land off the present reservation. 
But now the agreement appears to have collapsed under the weight of 
criticism from state and local government officials, white landowners, 
and outdoor enthusiasts and the Navajo families. 
At issue are several hundred thousand acres of high desert in northeast- 
cm Arizona. It is rugged, inhospitable land, scorched by the sun in the 
summer, bitterly cold in the winter. 
But Blackrock and the 250 or so Navajo families who occupy the land 
are unwilling to leave. 
The latest proposed settlement, reached during months of secret nego- 
liauons, would give the Hopis S15 million from the federal treasury plus 
two ranches consisting of 500,000 acres of private, state and federal land 
south of the Grand Canyon. 
In exchange, the Navajo families would be given 75-ycar leases on the 
Hopi land. 
"If we are not careful today, some day our children will ask why we did 
not do the right thing," Blackrock said. 
DcConcini, a member of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, 
has suggested that some sort of lease-purchase agreement be worked out 
so the Navajos eventually would gain ownership of the land. 
But the Hopis have made it clear they are unwilling to give up any of 
their land. The tribe already has lost 90 percent of its traditional land base 
"at the hands of the United States and the Navajo Nation," Masayesva 
says. 
"A land exchange is off the table," Masayesva says. "We will not, I 
repeat, will never, ever give up any more land." 
And while Masayesva contends the Hopis have no desire to forcibly 
relocate the Navajos, some members of his tribe believe that may be the 
only solution. 
U.N. REPORT: DRUG ABUSE FALLS IN U.S. BUT GRIM 
WORLDWIDE 
VIENNA, Austria (AP) Drug abuse is on the decline in the United Slates 
but its effects remain grim worldwide, with heroin and cocaine addiction 
a growing problem in several regions, a UN. panel said today. 
The International Narcotics Control Board, in its annual report, also 
noted wide differences in the number of intravenous drug users testing 
positive for the AIDS virus across Europe, according to country. 
The 13-membcr panel's report found that drug abuse in the United Stales 
continued to decline. From 1988 to 1991, the number ol abusers dropped 
from an estimated 14.5 million to 12.6 million. Yet cocaine use rose. In 
1991, abusers were estimated at 1.9 million, compared 10 1.6 million a 
year earlier. The abuse of crack, which had fallen as much as 50 percent 
since 1989. leveled off. 
Canadian authorities seized Increased amounts of heroin and cocaine in 
1991. At 1.2 tons, cocaine confiscations were double that ol the previous 
year. 
The report noted wide disparities in the percentage of intravenous drug 
users testing positive for the HIV virus in Europe. For Britain, it was up 
to 5 percent; Germany. 20 percent; Netherlands 30 percent; Spain 40-60 
percent; France 58 percent, and Italy 30-80 percent. The report did not 
provide comparable U.S. figures. 
CAT DIES AFTER BEING USED BY YOUTHS AS 
rHOCKEY PUCK 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) A cat was killed by youths who apparently used 
the animal as a hockey puck, authorities said 
Buffalo police said a caller reported that the youths were playing street 
hockey with the cat Sunday morning. When police arrived, the youths 
were gone, but officers found an injured ( II 
The cat died by the lime officials from the SPCA and the city animal 
shelter arrived, said Buffalo dog control officer Norm Filer 
"We get a lot of calls, but not these circumsuin.es kids kilting a cat 
around with hockey sucks," Filer said Monday. 
SPCA spokeswoman Gina Browning Rummcl said die city has a lot of 
stray cats and her agency receives many reports ol crucli> last summer, 
the oty had a rathe/incidents in which stray can were aet on fire, die said, 
"There are cats literally all over the place.'' she Mid "They're more 
available to people who do things like this " 
Demands entry of HIV-positive Haitians 
Rev. Jackson threatens hungerstrike 
WASHINGTON (AP)  The Rev. 
Jesse Jackson threatened Monday to 
organize a hunger strike in the United 
Stales unless 
the Clinton 
administra- 
tion   allows 
HIV-infected 
Haitians into 
this country. 
Jackson, 
who began a 
personal hun- 
ger strike Sun- 
day, emerged 
from a meet- 
ing       with 
White House 
Chief of Staff 
Mack 
McLarty say- 
ing he sup 
ported 
Clinton's Hai- 
tian policy, but he wants action within 
a week. 
He also met with Hillary Rodham 
Clinton and discussed his views on 
the nation's health care system - the 
focus of Mrs. Clinton's work in the 
son came away impressed. 
"It was a very good meeting in my 
judgment. She is sensitive to a broad 
range of concerns." 
The civil right leader recently re- 
turned from the Guantanamo Navy 
base in Cuba, where he joined HIV- 
infected Haitians on a hunger strike to 
pressure Clinton to lift the ban on their 
Ho also urged Clinton to move raster 
ID restore deposed Hainan President 
Jean-Bertrand Aristide and end a na- 
val blockade 
meant to dis- 
courage mass 
migration from 
the Caribbean 
nation. 
"I'm going to 
continue (the 
hunger sir ike i 
for at least A 
week and it at 
end of the week 
there has been 
no   shift   of 
policy. I will 
have to con- 
sider expand 
mg ihc number 
of people in- 
volved." Jack- 
son said 
He said the expanded strike could 
involve "other leaders and other orga- 
nizations thai have been involved in 
the process." 
Clinton said last week that he wants 
to reverse ihc immigration policy that 
mg the country. In an about-tacc of his 
campaign rhetoric, Clinton adopted 
President Bush's policy toward Haiti, 
sending monitors to the Caribbean 
nation to push for democracy, 
"Mr. Clinton's policy toward Ham 
is the right policy," Jackson said. But 
he said Ihe administration needs prod- 
ding to "implement that policy early 
on." 
The 267 Haitians being detained at 
this U.S. military base are seeking 
asylum, but have been refused entry to 
the United States because they or rela- 
tives with them have AIDS or arc 
infected with HIV,the virus that causes 
AIDS. Most of the Haitians are refus- 
ing their meals to some degree, with 
15 or20considcrcd hard-core strikers 
More than 40,000 boat people have 
lied Haiti since a bloody 1991 coup 
ousted Anstide. Haiti's fust freely 
elected president. The United Slates 
has shipped most of them back, claim 
mg they were economic migrants, 
Refugees claim they arc fleeing army 
terror. 
At the meeting wan Mrs. Clinton, 
Jackson said he expressed concerns 
about the lack of quality health care in 
west wing of the While House. Jack-   entry. bars HIV-infected people from enter    urban and rural areas 
Senator Packwood scrutinized   by 
Senate Ethics Committee; Bryan 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) Nevada 
Sen. Richard Bryan says he never 
wanted the job of leading the ethics 
investigation into Sen. Bob 
Packwood's alleged sexual miscon- 
duct but he's already getting tough. 
After just a week as chairman of the 
Senate Ethics Committee. Bryan ex- 
panded the Packwood probe to inves- 
tigate charges the Oregon Republican 
and his aides tried to intimidate wit- 
nesses by dredging up details of their 
sex lives. 
Bryan is looking into charges that 
Packwood made improper sexual ad- 
vances toward women who were em- 
ployees, job applicants or lobbyists. 
But the former prosecutor says he is 
trying to keep his sense of humor 
despite the political pressure. 
"The only reasonable prospect is all 
of us could get eaten alive," the Demo- 
crat quipped before a civics group last 
week in Reno, Nev. 
Bryan and Sen. Barbara Mikulski, 
D-Md., led the committee to adopt a 
shield rule to prevent Packwood's 
accusers from being grilled about 
their sexual histories. 
The actions set the stage for a hear- 
ing, possibly in public, of charges 
against Packwood. 
Bryan is the most practiced criminal 
Clinton approval 
rate plummets 
CINCINNATI (AP) President 
Clinton received higher disapproval 
ratings during his first few weeks in 
office than his predecessors did at the 
same point in their terms, a statewide 
poll reported Monday. 
The poll found that 56 percent of 
those surveyed approved of Clinton's 
performance, while 34 percent disap- 
proved and 10 percent had no opinion. 
The Ohio figures compare with a 
similar Gallup poll that was taken Jan. 
24-26. 
Of those who disapproved of the 
president's performance, 11 percent 
cued the issue of homosexuals in the 
military, while 9 percent expressed 
beliefs that he is ignonng promises 
that were made during the campaign. 
Clinton's approval ratings are only 
slightly lower than those of Reagan 
(59 percent) and Bush (63 percent) at 
the same early point in their terms, but 
his 34 percent disapproval rating is 
more than twice that of his predeces- 
sors 
The poll was released prior to 
Clinton's nationally televised address 
Monday night from the Oval Office. 
lawyer on the panel. And after being 
elected to the state Legislature, he 
wrote the Nevada rape shield law to 
protect victims from intrusive ques- 
tions. 
"In such a situation, it took a very 
strong woman to come forward and to 
confront heraccuscr," he told the Port- 
land newspaper in an interview. 
Bryan's job will be to avoid bad 
reviews like those given to the Senate 
confirmation hearing for Supreme 
Court Justice Clarence Thomas in 
1992. 
"He's not from the old boy school. 
He's very open-minded, diligent and 
straight-shooting," said Gene 
Kimmelman, legislative director for 
the Consumer Federation of America 
The freshman lawmaker has taken 
on more senior colleagues and pro- 
moted a tougher standard for ethics in 
his two years on the ethics committee. 
Last year, he was the lone dissenter 
in a 5-1 ethics committee decision to 
rebuke Oregon's senior senator, Mark 
Hatfield, for failure to report private 
gifts and a real estate deal with a 
friend. 
Bryan said the letter of rebuke to 
Hatfield was too lenient. 
In the past, the Ethics Committee 
has rarely done more than criticize 
senators ace used ol questionable-con 
duct. Expulsion has been used only 
for the most serious cases, such as 
treason. 
Bryan supports a proposal to ap- 
point a panel ot outsiders to conduct 
ethics investigations and make rec 
ornmeodations to the Senate, which is 
required under the Constitution todis- 
ciplme its own members 
He has said Congress must live up to 
a higher moral standard, which "means 
there is a greater chance of transgres 
lion." 
Associates say Bryan has developed 
a high tolerance for stress and hot 
meeting rooms where conuovcrsics 
must be ironed out between adversar 
ies 
A banker recently complained about 
being required to sit for three hours in 
an 85-dcgrce room while Bryan led a 
hearing on Nevada's credit crisis. 
"Sometimes it's helpful to turn up 
the heat," Bryan said. 
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WORLD 
U.N. may soon take control 
U.S. military force fulfills 
purpose in Somalia 
Hussein seeks dialogue 
with Washington, D.C. 
• Command of troops in So- 
malia may pass from U. S. Jo 
U.N. control in a matter of 
weeks as a majority of vio- 
lence in that area is quelled. 
Though there is still some vio- 
lence, U.S. troops may return 
to America as soon as May. 
MOGADISHU, Somalia(AP) U.S. 
command oi international forces in 
Somalia could puss to the United Na- 
tions within weeks,a U.N. spokesman 
said Saturday, and most American 
could be home by late April. 
The news came as military officials 
expressed increasing confidence that 
(Iperation Restore Hope, now in its 
third month, could be handed over to 
U.N.command. ITieU.S.-ledmilitary 
coalition has quelled most of the clan 
violence that had made it nearly im- 
possible for relief workers to feed 
millions of starving Somalii 
The international force continues to 
face gunfire and sei/c weapons, how- 
ever. Shootouta left two Somalia 
wounded on Friday, and Italian troops 
IW eepi ng through a Mogadishu neigh 
horhocxl on Saturday uncovered arms 
including more than I(K) grenades, 
12,(XX) detonators and four missiles 
FaiOUfc Mawlawi, the spokesman 
lor U.N operations in Somalia, said 
U.S. forces i Quid hand over the inter- 
national operation to a U.N. com- 
mander in a matter of weeks. 
He said U.N. peacekeepers would 
need authorization from the Security 
Council louse force to maintain order 
in Somalia, a policy that would be 
unprecedented for a U.N. peacekeep- 
ing force. 
"We couldn't have the traditional 
peacekeeping operation," Mawlawi 
said, adding thai he expected Security 
C lounc il approval when it takes up the 
issue next week. 
A U.S. military spokesman said most 
Of the 19,(XX) American troops and 
support personnel could head home 
before May. 
"Looking al our timeline, that's per 
haps technically feasible by mid- to 
late April," said Marine Col. Fred 
Peck. "That's presupposing everything 
happens in quick succession," start- 
ing with the Security Council action. 
he added. 
In Washington, President Clinton 
said he was encouraged by the re- 
ported timetable. 
"This docs need to go from a U.S. 
mission to a U.N. mission," Clinton 
said. 
Coalition forces from 22 other na 
lions number 14,000. Officials are 
proposing a U.N.-led force of about 
20.000 troops, including at least 3,000 
Americans. 
Meanwhile Saturday, the interna- 
tional force continued to seize wrap 
ons. 
Italian forces raided homes and 
shops in a neighborhood in northeast 
Mogadishu and found weapons hid- 
den under bags of rice, blankets and 
furniture, said Army Capt. Ed Loomis, 
B I I.S. military spokesman. 
The stashes included 25 rifles, 22 
heavy weapons, 103 hand grenades, 
12,000 electronic detonators, 26 artil- 
lery and moittr shells, two TOW mis- 
siles and two Milan missiles, and four 
rocket-propelled grenades, he said 
No one was arrested or injured in the 
sweep, and some people even volun- 
teered to 
handover 
ons, 
he said. 
On Fri- 
day, a 
Marine 
observa- 
tion team 
wounded 
a Somali 
after 
coming 
under 
fire, 
Loomis 
said. Tu- 
n i s i a n 
troops 
also shot 
and 
wounded a Somali in the leg after he 
and four others tried to enter a supply 
compound, presumably to steal, 
Loomis said. 
"We are ready for a mutual compromise 
Israel desires end to conflicts 
• Saddam Hussein hopes for 
a new relationship with 
America based on k'mutual 
respect," but President 
Clinton maintains sanctions 
against Iraq. 
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) President 
Saddam Hussein, saying he wants 
"new relations" with Washington 
and is urging President Clinton to 
open a dialogue. 
In his first personal appeal to the 
new U.S. president, Saddam also 
praised Clinton for opposing the Viet- 
nam War as a student. 
"We, and all of humanity, consider 
this as- 
pect in 
Qatar's 
person- 
ality a 
mark of 
strength," 
Saddam 
said, ac- 
cording 
to a re- 
port by 
theoffi- 
c i a I 
Iraqi 
News 
Agency 
on Sun- 
day. 
Saddam 
made 
the statements at a meeting late Sat- 
urday with peace activist and former 
U.S. attorney general Ramsey Clark. 
"I believe that the president of the 
biggest country in the world... needs 
to try wisdom, and not weapons," 
INA quoted Saddam as telling Clark. 
"Is he ready to listen to the view- 
point of Iraq? If he is ready, I simply 
believe that we can pave the way for 
building new relations based on mu- 
tual respect... regardless of what had 
happened," INA quoted Saddam as 
saying. 
Other Iraqi officials and the state- 
run media have made previous over- 
tures to Clinton, who took office on 
Jan. 20. 
Suffering under U.N. sanctions im- 
posed after the Persian Gulf War, Iraq 
is trying to improve relations with the 
United States. 
A U.S.-led coalition drove Iraqi oc- 
cupation troops out of Kuwait in 1991 
and, in his last two weeks as U.S. 
president, George Bush ordered air 
attacks on Iraq to punish Saddam for 
defying U.N. cease-fire resolutions. 
There was no public reaction from 
the Clinton administration to 
Saddam's reported comments. 
Clinton has so far maintained the 
Bush administration'shard line against 
lifting the sanctions until Baghdad 
complies with the U.N. resolutions 
that established a cease -! ire in the gulf 
war. 
In particular, the United States is 
concerned about Saddam's compli- 
ance with resolutions calling for Iraq 
to destroy its weapons of mass de- 
struction and end the persecution of 
minorities, 
Saddam's conversation with Clark 
was a major news item in Iraq. The 
Iraqi television anchorman spent 70 
minutes reading an account of what 
transpired. 
Clark was not immediately avail- 
able 10 comment on the report. 
• Israeli Foreign Minister 
I'eres told an American Jew- 
ish group that Israel is eager 
to work towards achieving 
peace with the Arabs,even to 
the point of discussing terri- 
tory. Secretary of State War- 
ren Christopher wil soon be 
traveling to the Middle East 
to facilitate peace talks. 
WASHINGTON (AP)  Israeli Fa 
eign Minister Shimon I Vies s.nd Sun 
day thai land is prepared to make 
compromises, including ones involv- 
ing territory, and W ants to get on with 
peace talks with the Arabs 
"Morally we do not want to domi 
natc other people and politically we 
do not want to create a Yugoslav-like 
tragedy," Peres said in remarks to a 
leading U.S. Jewish group. 
"We arc ready for a mutual compro- 
mise, including a territorial one," the 
Israeli foreign minister told the Na- 
tional Jewish Community Relations 
Advisory Council's annual meeting. 
Peace talks between the Israelis and 
Arabs have been in limbo since mid- 
December, when Israel abrupUy or- 
dered the deportation of 400Palestin- 
ians into southeastern Lebanon. 
Since then Israel has agreed to 
allow l()| of the men back into the 
COuntT) and said it would allow the 
rest back b> the end of the year. 
Peres, in his speech to the U.S. Jew- 
ish i:roup, did not addiess the mallei 
of the deported Palestinians directly, 
but said Israel was eager to resume 
peace negotiations with the Arabs. 
"We want to attain peace with all 
our neighbors - the Palestinian people, 
the Jordanians, the Syrians and the 
Lebanese. And we want to build new 
structures based on regional security" 
and development of the rcgnco's 
economy, he said. 
Meanwhile, Peres said that Israel is 
"extremely comfortable" with the in- 
coming Clinton administration in 
Washington. "We sense an air of 
friendship," he said. 
Secretary of State Warren Christo- 
pher soon will be traveling to the 
Middle East in an attempt to get the 
talks between Israel and the Arab rep- 
resentatives again on track. 
De Klerk, ANC deny rumors of power- 
sharing agreement; future talks 
planned for multi-party conference 
Temporary extension only possible 
U.N. forces may withdraw from Croatia 
• South African President de 
Klerk and the African Na- 
tional Congress deny rumors 
of a secret power-sharing 
agreement and face opposi- 
tion from political groups. 
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) 
The government and the ANC said 
Sunday they had not reached final 
agreement on a power-sharing plan, 
backing away from previous Hate- 
menu in the face of opposition among 
other political groups 
A government spokesman had said 
the African National Congress and 
government agreed to a black-while 
power-sharing plan in which an in- 
terim government would lead the na- 
tion for about five years. 
"The interpretation that we have 
entered into fixed agreements is 
wrong," President F.W. de Klerk told 
David Frost in a Cape Town interview 
broadcast on South African televi- 
sion. 
"We believe that final agreement 
must be reached at a multi-party con- 
ference," de Klerk said, adding that 
"great progress" was being made. 
ANC spokesman Carl Niehaus also 
denied a deal had been struck, but said 
the concept of power sharing was be- 
ing discussed. 
Another black group denounced the 
power-sharing plan. 
"Wecan't wail for another five years 
for liberation. We want liberation 
now," Clarence Makwetu, president 
of the black nationalist Pan Africanist 
Congress. 
Globe 
Watch 
WALESA SIGNS LAW BANNING 
ALMOST ALL ABORTIONS 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) Presi- 
dent Lech Walesa signed an anti- 
abortion law Monday that strictly 
limits the procedure and punishes 
doctors who violate the rules, end- 
ing nearly three years of debate. 
The anti-abortion bill - which 
reverses Poland's virtual abortion- 
on-demand regulations from the 
Communist era - permits abortion 
in only four situations. 
Opinion polls indicated most 
Poles favored retaining a liberal 
abortion law. 
NIGER HOLDS FIRST FREE 
ELECTION FOR DEMOCRATIC 
GOVERNMENT 
NIAMEY, Niger (AP) Citi- 
zens voted Sunday for their first 
democratic government in a bal- 
lot brought about by violent strikes 
but delayed by a shortage of 
money and shaky security in the 
north. 
State-run radio satd turnout 
among the more than 4 million 
voters was higher than expected, 
despite threats of disruption by 
nomadic Tuareg rebels. 
Twelve parties have 619 candi- 
dates contesting 83 national as- 
sembly scats. 
Troops were out in full force in 
the capital, and 120 observers from 
the United States, France, Canada, 
the Organization of African Unity 
and other groups were monitor- 
ing the vote. 
CHINA ACCUSES WEST OF 
FABRICATING 'CHINA 
THREAT' 
BEIJING (AP) An official 
commentary today accused the 
U. S. and other nations of spread- 
ing "slanderous rumors" and de- 
nied Beijing had designs on its 
neighbors. The commentary, car- 
ried by the Xinhua News Agency, 
said that even though China in- 
sists it is not increasing offensive 
capability, and "some people in 
Western countries have deliber- 
ately spread slanderous rumors." 
"They arc unwilling to sec the 
renewal of the Chinese nation 
and the reunification of China," 
it said. 
The government has been holding 
bilateral talks with the ANC and 
Inkalha for the past month in hopes of 
resuming multi-party negotiations on 
power sharing that col lapsed last year. 
They broke down over differences 
among the various groups over how 
best to complete the transition to de- 
mocracy and draft a new constitution. 
Inkalha leader Mangosuihu 
Bulhelczi has accused the ANC and 
government of making secret deals 
behind his back and said the power- 
sharing proposal was an example of 
this. 
unless these two factors are addressed, 
I sound basil vs ill not exist for renew- 
ing UNPROFOR'i mandate In 
Croatia," he said 
Boutroa l Huh had first expressed 
doubtabout keeping the peacekeepers   gan a partially successful offensive b 
in Croatia in January, alter Croatia   try to win back Serb-held territory u 
• \ movement towards;! peace 
settlement is nunilatoi > lu- 
tvucii Serbs and Croats in 
Croatia or I .N. troops will be 
withdrawn! lays United Vi 
tions     Scretary*General 
llotit ros-( ihali, but Serbs fear 
"ethnic cleansing" and refuse 
to la) down arms. 
i sin ID NATIONS (API Secre- 
i.us General Boutros Boutros Ghali 
audiodaj iti.it i \ peacekeepers will 
have to be withdrawn from Croatia 
unleuSerbsandCroatshaltiheii fight 
tag and move toward i peace settle 
inenl 
in a report to the Securit) Council, 
Boutros Ghali said there's been no 
progress on the diplomatic front and 
no letup in the fighting. Some 16,000   theyandthi |   I apolitical 
i N  peacekeepers are deployed in   settlement that would lead to confi 
Croatia where Croats are battling mi    dence between the communities, dis- 
norit) Neil's   and Bl least  IS . :!• iiiilni.is.aiul |»>liti 
keepers have been killed cat control in Croatian authorities 
"I have come to the conclusion thai       In contrast to the brutal wai in 
Bosnia Herzegovina, Croatia re 
mained fairly tranquil for most ol thi 
past vest with the u.N. peacekeeper 
guarding the Serbs then 
But last month Croatian forces be 
launched an offensive in violation of a 
■ire agreement The offensive 
.1 international and l   N  eon 
demnalion 
I he U.N. Protection Force is de- 
ployed in foui Serb held areas ol 
urit) Council has tits 
final s.is on whether to extend its 
mandate I he Serbs had been refus 
disband their militias and dii 
arm. fearing reprisals and "ethnic 
cleansing" attacks from the Croats il 
the) laid down then amis 
The I \ force was nippoaed to 
provide the Serbs with security while 
the Krajina region of southwestern 
( loatia. one ol the areas under nomi 
nal control of the United Nations. 
i roat soldiers overran IN cease 
lire lines to attack the Serbs 
The Serbs, «h>> had placed thei 
artillery, tanks and othet heavy weap 
ons in U N guerdedsrmories for safe 
keeping muiei the peace agreement 
raided the arms depots and stole bad 
dteirbig guru to fight back the Croadai 
assault. 
Boutros -Ghali told the Security 
Count il thai "an urgent effort must u 
nude, al a \ ei \ senior level, to rcsolvi 
the problems arising from the recen 
Croatian offensive" 
Boutros Ghali said he could onl; 
recommends temporary extensiono 
the U.N force's mission in Croatii 
until March \\ 
DISCOUNT FABRICS 
115 Second St. 
Farmville, Virginia 
Upholstery • Drapery • Dress 
Goods«Wicker Accessories & 
Pillows«Trims*Notions»Supplies 
Fabrics Discounted 
10-50% Everyday 
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30   392-8971 
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Wild Kingdom ■y Anftieny R«bina, Jr. 
■fcul fcacaus* you'r* paranoid ckmal th€7 araal «M t* I 
THE Crossword by Louis Sabm 
YEAH   BOB  by Oorryt Kki»kow»k.     M«OM O. '••»"• -~- I 
Mr. Colleje answcre real live qucstkinsf Where1! yours?! 
Q. Dear Mr Collese I am the faculty adviser for a student newspaper, the 
Witmarsum, which is published at a conservative colleae How come people 
on campus complain to me about everythins in our paper BUT your 
column?-And So Wit Goes, Bluffton Colleae, Bluffton, OH 
A. Dear WH: WHAT?\ Vbure NOT getting complaints about this column?l 
I canrtxthet. I got a Joke for ya— These two ■■■?walk Into a bar. Th* 
first ts^^ says; 'Hey, ■■?aWaVcatticprodr So th* bartender 
overhears this and he says; 'It $ physically Impossible to aaaaaaV abaav 
aa« w*h • cettJe prod/' Sotfteflrst aaaaaW says 'Maybe so, that's why I 
always cany a big giant—in my AaaaaaaV/*—There, ybu might went 
to reserve some aaaaaV editorial space for your next &■■■?Issue. 
Q. Dear Mr. College: During the Brady Bunch episode when Maroa dressed up 
like another girl (to help Peter or Greg get a babe, I think), she had on a radwigand 
some cool shades Where did she get this incognito outfit? Could she have 
actually purchased these duds with her skimpy Brady allowance? Or perhapi 
this was when she was working at the ice cream parlor?— 
Dave H, College Station, TX 
A. Deer Dave: An excellent Brady qucstlonl Mercia did 
not buy these Kems. you're probably too young to remem- 
ber this, but In 1968 the Flaming-Groovy Act was passed. 
Under the stipulations of this act, every U.S. citizen was 
issued a rad wig and cool shades for just such an occasion. 
Q. Dear Mr College Why is everybody so damn 
paranoid?—Edgy, Rutgers, N.J. 
A. Dear Edgy: What's THAT supposed to mean?l I know 
you HATE ME! Why don t you Just come out and SAY tT?l 
HEVI 0ct your question aaswered by Mr. Colefel 
Send questions, comments, and vats of mead to: 
Mr College • PO Box 431 • Gaithersburg MD • 90864-0431 
O Anthony RuOno, Jr. 1993 
ACROSS 
1 Sacral group 
6 Tractabta 
10 Chaaaa chotoa 
14 Slag 
16 Naural procsss 
16 Tabu 
17 Way to fight 
19 Hamandoda — 
20 Tsnnla naad 
21 N.M.art 
colony 
22 Vacationad 
In a way 
24 Clio or Thalia 
25 Ranlaltign 
28 Tarmriaorant 
29 Cltyontha 
Oka 
30 Pindar product 
33 Commotion 
34 Fight alt* 
35 A DtMaggie 
36 Musical 
conclusion 
37 Trappad congara 
36 Rogar Moors 
rota 
39 Apply 
40 Novlcas 
41 Rhonalaadar 
42 Soak flax 
43 Chow- 
44 Harding or 
Baatty 
46 Takatna slump 
47 Roof aaction 
48 Gambling spot 
50 Wlnscsntar 
51 Pluto's 
countarpart 
54 64 
55 Way to go 
56 Right-hand man 
59 Pound sound 
60 Lunar valkay 
61 Fr.nvar 
62 Or-! 
63 Precipitous 
DOWN 
1 Lyricist Sammy 
2 Tolhaahal 
tarsdslds 
3 Saa sight 
4 -how! 
5 Moolah 
1 1 3 4 
• 1 ' n—1 1 t 11 11 H 1) 11 " It 
17 
l_ 
11 
n H ■?R 1 
m n 
li V n n M ii u 
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M 17 M 
M m 41 
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rsr FM 47 
41 «1 M 1' V u 
U H M •7 
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t1»3 TriOun* MMn S«rv 
All Rignts R«S«rv«o 
«•» inc 
6 Nav. Isks 
7 Hatchatt 
6 Long-gons bin) 
9 Waytomaasurs 
10 Follow 
11 Way to sail 
12 Pokarmonay 
13 Humor 
18 Brawaryunlt 
23 S.A staw 
24 Buna's took- 
silks 
25 Rowan and yaw 
26 Contract 
27 Loop 
28 Way to waava 
29 Man-maoe 
fabric 
31 "Holy Sonnats" 
poat 
32 Qar. saaport 
34 Psnthousa 
37 Way to 
38 Unfumishad 
40 Qovt. agant 
41 Thay bring 
salvation 
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NvUCW TD HER UIPPCH fTELlfiMT, INSTKAI? OF" GOING TO 
•KINKO'S COPY CENTER" JANE. HAP NMSTAKENLY 
WANPEREP INTO -KINKY*? COPV COTTER-OPEN BH 
HOURS FOR YOUR COPYING. ANO PLEASURE." 
Brave New Whirl By SCOTTAUEN PIERSON 
THE. EVERCHANCINC, ALBINO CHAMELEON 
44 Eiactncal unit 
46 Watarway 
47 Ms Laudar 
48 Brick bass 
49 Imaginary 
I ins 
50 Vipsfi 
51 Printing tsrni 
52 Capri for ons 
53 Paca 
56 TroutHa 
57 Glib chap 
®-T3 MtWUtf*) WT *»"«&. tftoJf >\H\=V/ 
IVOKV 
A WHITER 
SHADC 
OF PALE 
WASTED 
YOUTH. 
jk 5 
Top Ten TV Shows 
We   Can't  Believe 
Were Ever 
Cancelled! 
10.  Fantasy Island 
9.  Good Times -    • 
DYNOMITE! 
8.  Sledgehammer 
7. The A-Team 
6. The Donnle and Marie 
Show 
5.  Hee-Haw     JOY!!!!!!! 
4.  Gilligan's Island 
3.   The Partridge Family 
2.  That's Incredible 
1. Welcome Back Kotter 
Sponsored by the 
Student Union. Campus Calendar 
Thursday 
February 18 
Friday 
February 19 
Saturday 
February 20 
Sunday 
February 21 
Monday 
February 22 
Tuesday 
February 23 
Injormation on event* should 
tbmitttd to the Rotunda 
Box2%l by theThursday vrv 
ceding theiif/pmptmteissueof 
the paper 
Wednesday 
February 24 
College Council Meet- 
ing: 11:20am, Amelia 
Room 
Lecture:   "Producing a 
Nation of Achievers" by 
Kali Haycock, 7:30pm, 
Wygal. 
Talent Show: The Spirit 
of Diversity, 9pm, Wygal 
LP Movie: "Last of the 
Mohicans," 9pm, Com- 
monwealth Ballroom 
Men's Basketball: 
Ferrum, 2pm., Lancer 
Hall. Special Spring Break 
Lodging Giveaway for LC 
students with ticket stubs 
at halftime!! 
Concert: Kan Kouran 
West African Dance Co., 
7pm, Lancer Dance Stu- 
dio. 
Cunningham's Greatest 
Lecture Series: I it's 
Play" by Dr 1 rank Howe, 
7pm, 4th Floor, S. Cun- 
ningham 
LP Movie:   "last of the 
Mohicans,"   9pm, Com 
monwealth Ballroom 
Research works. 
American Heart £% 
Association ^^ 
Student   Government 
Association: SGA ITU 
lpm Lankford 
Buckingham Room 
Poetry Reading: bv lulu- 
Fay, 8pm, Wygal 
Guitarist:     Rick  kelley, 
9pm, Lancer Cad 
CC Workshop:     Inter 
viewing Skills, lpm, 2nd 
Hour South Ruflncr 
Rotunda    Newspaper 
Meeting: We need you 
e join us! 7 30pm Ro- 
tunda Office ground floor 
Lankford 
I .ishion  Show:     7pm, 
( ommons Room 
Women's   Basketball: 
Dist      of     Columbia, 
;>m, Lancer Hall 
PLAY:   Our Town, Bpm, 
jarman 
The Rotunda February 17, 1W3 Page 10 
SPORTS 
15-9 Lancers host Ferum Saturday in home finale 
Lancers end Queens home streak 
The Lancers, who stopped NAIA 
power Pfeiffer's home streak at 42 in 
late January, ended Queens' string of 
home victonesat 12 Saturday in Char- 
lotte, N.C. by a 76-69 count. 
Long wood put together one of its best 
showings of the season both defen- 
sively and offensively. The Lancers 
also got solid play from a number of 
different players. 
Down 37-33 at the half with 13 
turnovers, Longwood hit an amazing 
13 of 17 field goals (76.5 percent) and 
17 of 18 free throws (94.4 percent) in 
the second half. 
Sparked by the scoring of Matt 
Walkins, Longwood caught up to 
Queens and forced ties at 39-39,41- 
41,43-43 and 48-48 midway through 
the second period. Watkins scored all 
eight of his points in the second half. 
Twice he drove to the hoopand scored 
with his left hand. 
Senior captain Bryan Weaver ac- 
tually put the Lancers ahead to stay 
with 10:12 left when he scored to put 
Longwood on lop 50-48. Uwasaenioi 
Chuck Lastcr who keyed the decisive 
run which dethroned the Royals for 
good. 
Up 54-52 with 5:50 left, Long- 
wood outscored Queens 12-5 over the 
next four minutes to take a 66-57 lead 
with 1:30 to go. Lastcr had six points 
in the surge, including a dunk. The 
Royals, who dropped to 18-6, never 
got closer than seven the rest of the 
way. 
"Coming into the game our goal 
was to stop their 3-point shooters," 
said Longwood coach Ron Can. "I 
thought we did a real nice job defen- 
sively. We slowed down their three 
top outside shooters, but we gave up 
some things inside." 
Queens hit just four of 12 from 
bonus range. The Royals had trouble 
even getting off their 3-point attempts. 
A team with NCAA Playoff aspira- 
tions, Queens dropped to 18-6 with 
the defeat. The Royals were report- 
edly ranked fourth in the South Atlan- 
tic Region last week. 
Charles Brown led a group of four 
Longwood players who reached 
double figures. He scored 17 points. 
Michael Druitt and Laster added 14 
points with Laster pulling off a game- 
high eight rebounds. Weaver had 10 
points and seven boards. J. B. Ncill 
added seven points. The win was 
Longwood's first at Queens in three 
tries. The Royals still hold a 4-3 edge 
in the series. 
LittQn just 42 pQinft frqm Lflflfl in QaiSQL 
T 
Junior regains shooting touch 
Brown player of the week pick 
Junior men's basketball player 
Charles (Soup) Brown , who scored 
33 points while hitting 13 of 16 shots 
from the door last week, has been 
named Longwood College Player of 
the Week lor the period Feb. 7-14. 
Player of the Week is chosen by the 
Longwood sports information office. 
Brown, a 6-3 guard, scored 16 
points on 7 of 8 shooting from the 
floor in a 72-63 homecourt win over 
West Virginia Wcslcyan last Mon- 
day. Saturday at Queens, he tossed in 
17 points, nailing 6of 8 shots as Long- 
wood beat the Royals 76-69. He also 
had six rebounds and went 4-4 from 
the free throw line at Queens. Brown 
was not only Longwood's top scorer 
in both games, but he also shot an 
uncanny 81.2% from the field. 
"Soup (Brown) has played with a 
lot more confidence the last couple of 
games," said Lancer coach Ron Carr. 
"His shot selection has been much 
better than earlier this month." 
Longwood's leading scorer for the 
season, Brown is averaging 13.4 ppg. 
and 4.2 rpg.. He ranks second on the 
team in assists (65) and is tied for the 
lead in steals (35). His play has been 
a key factor in Longwood's 15- 
8 record. The Lancers have won 11 of 
their last 13 games with four still to 
play. Lancer MVP last season, Brown 
scored 13.4 ppg. and pulled off 5.1 
rpg. as the Lancers finished 14-14. 
Charles (Soup) Brown 
Five wrestlers ranked in region 
Longwood defeats 
Washington & Lee 
Lady Lancers drop two: Record now 6-16 
Longwood's women's basketball 
team dropped two tough games last 
week, losing to Virginia State 80-67 
on the road Thursday and to Queens 
(N.C.) College 62-51 Saturday in 
Lancer Hall. The Lady Lancers took 
a record of 6-16 into Monday night's 
contest at Mount Olive (N.C.) Col- 
lege. 
Against Queens, Longwood fell 
behind 24-5 early as QC's Betsy 
Bergdoll buried four three-pointers in 
the first 15 minutes of the game. 
Bergdoll would finish with five treys 
giving her 340 in her career to tic the 
NCAA women's career record for all 
divisions. 
Behind 35-18 at halfume, coach 
Shirley Duncan gave her squad quite 
the "talk" in the lockcrroom during 
the intermission. With a 15 minute 
halftimc break, Duncan used almost 
every bit of it as the Lady Lancers 
returned to the floor with under a 
minute left in the intermission. 
Whatever Duncan said must have 
hit home. Longwood stormed back 
against the Royals, outscoring the visi- 
tors 21-6 to close within 41-39 with 
10:48 to play on 2-3 free throws by 
junior Ana Litton. The run was sparked 
by freshman Amy Bradley with two 
baskets including a three-pointer, 
sophomore Sara Philbrick with two 
hoops, a bucket each from freshman 
Charity Owens and sophomore K irsten 
Hillgaard and back-to-back three- 
pointers from Litton just ahead of her 
charily tosses. 
Queens was able to regroup though 
and limited the hosts to just 12 points 
the rest of the way while scoring21 of 
its own as Jennifer Houck scored eight 
points down the stretch including 6-6 
free throws in the final 1:24. 
Litton wound up with a game-high 
22 points and 14 rebounds, a new 
career-high for Litton. Hillgaard 
scored eight points with seven re- 
bounds and Bradley added seven 
points, all in the second half, with four 
assists as well. Philbrick tacked on six 
points and grabbed 10 rebounds. 
Lady Lancer Basketball 2-2-2 
Virginia Stale 80-Lon|;v.ood 67 
Longwood controlled almost the 
entire first half of action before VSU 
managed to knott the score at 34-34 by 
the intermission. LC had jumped to a 
9-2 lead in the first four minutes and 
led 12-6before the Trojanettesrallied 
for tie scores at 14-14, 18-18 and 22- 
22. The Lady Lancers then extended 
their lead once again to 29-22 with 
4:31 remaining in the half behind 
Philbrick's four points and two free 
throws by Litton as a result of a tech- 
nical foul on VSU. 
The technical seemed to ignite the 
hosts, as Va. Stale outscored Long- 
wood 12-5 for the halftimc deadlock. 
The Lady Lancers seemed to regain 
control early in the second half, grab- 
bing a 40-35 lead with 17:52 remain- 
ing on two hoops by Philbrick. Aithal 
point VSU began a tremendous run on 
the Lady Lancers, outscoring LC 15- 
2 for a 50-42 lead wiih 14:37 left. 
VSU extended the run to 26-6 and it 
was 34-7 before Longwood was able 
to regroup. By then, VSU led 69-47 
and just 8:13 remained to be played. 
Longwood did make a final run at 
the Trojanettes, outscoring VSU 14-2 
to cut the lead to 71 -61 with 3:30 left. 
Bradley, freshman Shcri Llewellyn 
and Owens sparked the spurt by Long- Owens is second in steals with 44. 
wood but its wasn't enough as the Philbrick has averaged 9.6 ppg. and 
game was already over by then. 7.0 rpg. in 14 games. 
Litton and Philbrick each scored Bradley has averaged 8.0 ppg. and 
14 points for LC, with Bradley adding 5.0 assists in the last four games as a 
a career-high 13 points along with starter. She now scores 3.1 ppg. over- 
five steals and four assists. Owens all and is third on the team in assists 
scored 10 points and grabbed eight with 50(2.5). Freshman Kern Johnson 
rebounds and Llewellyn contributed is second in assists with 69 (3.5). 
eight points  and seven boards. Following Monday's game at 
Llewellyn broke a finger in practice Mount Olive, Longwood travels to 
Friday and is likely out for the remain- Spartanburg, S.C. this weekend for 
der of the year. games with Converse Saturday night 
Through 22 games, Litton tops and Wofford Sunday afternoon. 
Longwood in scoring with her 22.1 
ppg. average. Litton ranked 13th in 
NCAA Division II scoring in the Feb. 
3 issue of The NCAA News with a 21.5 
average through Jan. 31. Litton needs 
just42 points to reach 1,000 in her LC 
career. 
Litton has been assaulting the 
record book at Longwood this year. 
She has equaled the mark for points in 
a game (43 against Converse Jan. 14) 
and three-point field goal attempts in 
a game (12), while establishing new 
marks for field goals (18) and field 
goal attempts (38) in a game. As for 
seasonal records, Litton is currently 
second in field goals (197) and scor- 
ing average (22.1), third in points (486) 
and fourth in three-point field goals 
(40). Additionally, Litton leads the 
team in assists with 73 (3.3 avg.) and 
steals with 68 (3.1), is second in re- 
bounding with 6.0 rpg. and third in 
blocked shots with 12. 
Hillgaard is scoring 7.9 ppg. and 
grabbing 5.9 rpg..whileOwens scores 
6.5 ppg. and grabs a team-high 9.0 
rpg.. Hillgaard and Owens each have 
a team-high 18 blocked shots and 
Longwood's wrestling team hosted 
Washington & Lee last Thursday in 
Lancer Hall and came away with a45- 
12 victory. Coach Steve Nelson's 
squad is now 7-13 in dual-meet com- 
petition this year. 
Leading the Lanccis against W & 
L were freshman Stuart Chung with a 
19-2 major decision at 134 and sopho- 
more Bryan Hartley with a pin at 167. 
Chung is now ranked first in the re- 
gion at 126, as is sophomore Mark 
Hclbcrg at 177. Helberg gamed a 
forfeit victory against W & L at 190. 
Hartley is ranked second in the region 
at 158 along with senior Brian Jones at 
150. Jones took a 13-2 decision at 158 
against W & L. 
Others winning matches for the 
Lancers were freshman Joey Hearl 
with a forfeit victory at 118, sopho- 
more Joe Silvus a pin at 150, junior 
James Mauldin a pin at 177 and senior 
Brent Newell a forfeit victory at heavy- 
weight. Newell is also ranked third in 
the region in his weight class. 
Current records for the Lancers are 
Helberg(21-9),Chung(19-ll),Silvus 
(18-10), Jones (12-9), Hartley (12- 
12), Newell (12-13), Hearl (8-11) and 
Mauldin (6-10). 
Coach Steve Nelson's Lancers next 
take to the mat Sunday at Pembroke 
State (N.C.) University for the NCAA 
Division II Southeast Regionals. The 
Lancers will be attempting to qualify 
an individual(s) for the Division II 
Nationals for the sixth straight year. 
ULTIMATE 
FITNESS 
Flavor of the Week Flavor of the Week 
AVANTI 
GOURMET     COFFEE 
LANCER EXPRESS 
Now serving freshly brewed Avanti Gourmet 
c
°fteesJ Two new flavors every week of the best 
coffee the world has to offer!! 
 OPEN M-F 8am-9pm 395-2121  
Facilities Include: 
•Cardiovascular Equipment 
•Nutritional Analysis 
•Stationary Machines 
•Pro Shop 
•Wolff System Tanning Beds 
•Free Weights 
•Aerobics Classes 
•Personal Training 
•Seminars - Monthly 
$99 per semester 
No Initiation Fee! 
•Aerobics step classes 
$70 per semester 
•LC students come in for a 
FREE workout with this ad. 
Now is the Perfect Time to Plan Your 
ULTIMATE FITNESS PROGRAM! 
Hours 
Mon-Fri    6:00AM - 9:00PM 
Sat 9:00AM - 6:00PM 
Sun 1:00PM -6:00PM 
102 South Main Street   392-PUMP 
